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Though Whitworth University was in a state of transformation, its
focus on community remained unchanged, Community has always
been a defining port of Whitworth's identity, and with the increase
in students during the 2008-2009 schooi year, it has became in-
creasingly difficult to maintain that unity,
From its inception, Whitworth had been a small and tight-knit
environment: an academic institution where individuality, intei-
lectuai stimulation and investment in relationships were heid as
poramount Campus itself was geared toword the buiiding of
community, in traversing the Heilo Walk, students and professors
greeted one another by name, Professors' homes were seen as an
extension of campus, often serving as the venue for class activi-
ties, as well as a place for students to spend time with faculty in
a non-academic setting, The importance of the faucult-student
reiationship was indicated by Whitwortrt student-to-faculty ratio of
13:1-
A challenge was before us, In 1998, Whitworth received 1,231
applications and enrolled375 new freshmen, but 2008 saw more
than 5,600 applicants and a freshman class of 546, All aspects of
campus were effected, Residence hails were pressed for space
and were fiiled beyond their intended capacities, forcing some un-
derclassmen to find off-campus housing, Class sizeshad Increased,
and in some cases only standing room was available, Athletics saw
and increase in porticipotion. with the number of new volleyball
players exceeding the entirety of the last year's team, We were
definitely bursting at the seams,
1
Literally bursting with people, the residence halls were barely
adequate for the number of on-campus students this year. Rooms
Intended to house two students, in many cases, became home
to three. Even rooms not Intended to serve as residences were
changed Into student housing. Though Whitworth had a community-
fostering policy that all undergraduate students would live on cam-
pus for their first two years, some underclassmen were encouraged
to find off-campus housing for lack of space.
In response to this growing problem, Whitworth undertook several
building projects to create much needed space. Last spring, the
ground was broken on the construction of East Hall, the forthcom-
ing residence to be opened fall of 2009. East Hallwould house 160
students, and represented the latest phase of Whitworth's housing
expansion. Construction on another hall, which would be located
between East Hali and Baldwin-Jenkins, could open as early as 2012.
Residence halls were not the only buildings on campus to feel the
weight of the growing student population. The academic buildings
were similariy challenged to handle the increase in students. Thisfall,
the Ernst" Lied Center for the Visual Arts was opened to house the
growing art department and replace previous inadequate facilities.
Planswere also announced for a new science building, a remodel
of the existing science building, and an addition to the HUBdinning
facilities.
The faculty was aiso effected by the changes on campus. The
offices of Westminster Hallwere temporarily housed in the old art
building while Westminster was remodeled to create more and bet-.
ter office space. The appearance of Whitworth was changing and




Tosome, this size increase presented new and exciting opportunities for campus growth as well as
personal growfh, Wifh so many more sfudents on campus, more perspectives were present, which
gave rise to diversity of thought and culture, Our faculty was strengthened by the addition of professors
hired to meet student needs, New academic and residential faciiities aliowed Whitworth to offer up-to-
date and high-quaiity facilities for students, However, this growth presented many challenges as well,
Many who witnessed the metamorphosis of Whitworth in recent years found the changes unsettling,
The smail things that gave Whitworth its individuai character may soon disappear as the campus grows
A stroli down the "HelloWalk" may now be met With more unfamiliar faces than familiar ones, The perim-
eter of campus may no longer include professors' homes, and campus itseif may take on a whole new
feeiing, As Whitworth bursts forth with new students, new buildings, new professors and a new kind of
community, will it be able to remain true to its foundation?
The question that iies before you is this: what values will the new Whitworth stand on and what place
wili each individuai have in forming its new identity? What aspects of Whitworth do you hope wiii re-
main, and what changes do you hope to see during this time of transformation? Whitworth is bursting at





"Ladles and gentlemen turn on those
engines. Red...yeIIQw...green ... GOI"
Hearts pumping and adrenaline rushing,
the treshman class sped their way into
the Fieldhouse on Sept 2 to participate
In what would be a night of strained
voices and endless laughter; represent-
Ing their halls with pride and passion
Yell-Off and Mock Rock took place
during freshman orientation. The yeor
started off with a bang as a bursting
freshman class of five hundred forty
arrived on campus. They gathered to
show off their chants at Veil Off and short
lip-syncing skits for Mock Rock which
each hall had prepared In only a few
hours.
Isabel Nelson, a freshman living in War-
ren Hall. said it was "awesome but very
nerve wracking:' Nelson was extremely
excited to be a part of Veil Oft and
Mock Rock this year and was very eager
to get out and meet people.
"After the excitement of traditlation,
why wouldn't you participate In Veil Off
or Mock Rock?" The RAsdid a good job
of making It exciting and worthwhile,
said Nelson.
Veil-off and Mock Rock were mostly
student-led events that were headed up
by Assistant Dean ot Student Life and Di-
rector ot the HUBand Student Activities
Dayna Coleman Jones "Student ieaders
met every day weeks before the events
and established Ideas about how they
would like the nights to go;' she said.
Coleman Jones was very impressed
by the event this year and by how good
the venue turned out to be. "I was
amazed how you can coordinate so
many people in such a short amount of
time;' Coleman Jones said. She also ex-
pialned how this year went a lot smooth-
er and overall Warren and Mac's Mock
Rock pertormances were her favorite.
There were some concerns about the
effect that the enormous freshman class
was going to have on the new school
year Thissignificant Increase In numbers
brought many students to the Field-
house. "I noticed a lot of upperclassmen,
definitely more than last year It was re-
ally motivating to have them there and
it got everyone really pumped up to see
all the dorm pride the upperciassmen
had:' said sophomore Megan Bechtold,
Warren tradltiator.
In the end Warren boys snatched first
place, the BJboys trailed with second
and the Warren girls tore up the floor.
proudly finishing In third. When describing
what made Mock Rock and Veil Off such
a success, Bechtold said, "it was every-
one's excitement We really wanted to
focus on this being a group event and
not something that the leaders could
give to the freshmen:'
Story by Rebeka Lampe
Decked out in neon, the Duvall lady leadership exemplify their dorm pride for traditia-
non events in coordinated style. Photo courtesy of Katrina Go/den
The roaring crowd present at the 2008 Yell-Off rivals those of
the past as hundreds of upperclassman return to demonstrate
their dorm pride. Photo courtesy of Katrina Goiden
The StewBopShKe Squids proudly decorate the Squid fiag with Whitworth's traditional coiors during traditiation. The StewBopShKe shouts
and chants were heard across campus throughout the week as traditiation activities were in full swing.
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Students' spirits soared the third weekend in Octo-
ber os they greeted their families for the annual tradi-
tion of Parents' Weekend.
Parents' Weekend isa time when students are able
to show their parents the ins-and-outs of their iife at
school. Parents are able to attended classes, sporting
events. and even hear from President BillRobinson,
just like their students do on a regular basis.
Student Activities Administrative Secretary Linda
Yochum said that over 650 parents came to the 2008
Parents Weekend, all of which are greeted by her
in students' new lives.
Adria Hahn, mother of JuniorAubrey Hahn, said, "We
were missingAubrey and were excited to be given a
chance to come and see her on her own turf'
Thisyear parents had the option of attending one
of six clcsses. each led by a notabie faculty member,
Many parents also went to the footbali game or the
soccer game and viewed the featured fall play The
Cradle Wi/I Rock. Some parents even had the prlvi-
lege of meeting President BiliRobinson and chatting
with the residence life staff.
"We...were IJCDID to be given a chance to come
and see her on her own • __" ...
staff and given a mug to show Whitworth's apprecia-
tion for them coming.
"Coliege has made me realize that i can have the
best of both worlds:' freshman Grace Johnson said. "I
can start a new chapter, but the people most impor-
tant to me and who helped get me here wiil never
be forgotten:'
While coliege gave the chance for students to
buiid lives away fram home, parents stiil piayed a roie
"Parents love coming:' Assistant Dean of Student
Activities Dayna Coleman Jones said. "They love get-
ting to see their kids again and interacting with their
school through the various activities:'
Events came to a conciusion on Sunday with a wor-
ship celebration in Cowies Auditorium and a message
from President Robinson. Students waved goodbye
to their parents, who left with a new understanding
of iife at Whitworth.
Story by Saroh Nizolek
Far Left: Braving the brisk October weather,
freshman KelsieKilpatrick enjoys the Saturday
football game along with her mom and dad
who visited campus for Parents' Weekend. The
family took advantage of the weekend and
participated in Whitworth festivities.
Photo courtesy of Kelsie J<j]12atrick
Left: Meandering in front of the old Fine Arts
building, freshman Caitlin Dill and her father
Larry Dill stopped to capture the father-daugh-
ter moment. The lovely foliage background
set the fall atmosphere, as the two explored
the campus.
Photo courtesy of Caitlin Dill
Below: Sophomore Hillary Chun and her
mom enjoy the Whitworth soccer game. The
beautiful day required both of them to wear
their shades.











With the aroma of international cuisine in the air, the twirling of skirts and the beats of steel
drums, the International Club was poised to give Whitworth a party celebrating the various tra-
ditions, beliefs and lifestyles of different cultures.
The International Banquet was held at the end of Whitworth's Cultural Awareness Week (Nov.
17-21) Clubs and community groups used the week to expiore and celebrate all of the different
backgrounds and perspectives represented in the university community.
"Thisevent was the rand finale of the entire week;' Cultural Events Coordinator for the Asso-
cloteo Students of Whitworth University and chair of the Multicultural Advocacy Council senior
Michelle Besssaid. "It brings together littie pieces of the world in the form of food, music, and a
variety of unique cuitural traditions:'
Coming up with a theme for this year's banquet was one of the most challenging tasks the
club faced in planning the event, said President of the international Club senior Annastasia Sher-
man,
After several meetings, they decided on the theme: "Our Global Mosaic:'
"International Banquet Isa time for the entire Whitworth community to celebrate our similari-
ties as well as our differences;' Sherman said. "With our world becoming more global, we can't
afford to be unaware and unappreciative of other cultures.'
Hosted by two Whitworth freshmen, Irvin Docurnau and Emma Annette, the banquet in-
cluded dinner at 530 p.rn.. which offered an array of specialty foods from countries around the
world as weli as entertainment
An international fashion show and entertainment program put on by Whitworth students
and groups from the Spokane community began at 6:30 p.m: Performances included a guest
~Witbou.· world becomin
• speech by Whitworth professor of sociology Raja Tanas, Hawaiian dancing, steel drumming,
French singing, African dancing, slam poetry and Whitworth's Exceptional Praise Gospel Choir.
Whitworth student Chelsea Casebolt looked forward to singing in the gospel choir at the
banquet "What an amazing opportunity to be a part of such diversity coming together,' said
Casebolt. "I feel honored to be able to sing for Jesus at this event:'
The International Banquet was a time for Whitworth and the Spokane community to learn
first-hand from the International students.
"I feel like our Internationai students enrich all of us by sharing themselves - their perspec-
tives, their cultures, their ideas - with us;' freshmen Bethany Martino said. "They bring a wealth of
information that we would not have if they did not join us at Whitworth:'
Story by Sarah Nizolek
Top Left: The gospel choir sings. Bottom Left: Students represent Hawaiian culture by performing the traditional Mele A Ka Pu'uwai
dance. Center: Obe Ouaness plays the steel drums. Right: Sophomore Keilah Fanene and senior Jennifer Johnston perform a hula.

"
Filling the theater with song and laughter, the fall musical production of 'The Cradle Will
Rock" illuminated the fascinating history of the pro-labor movements during the time of The
Great Depression with the unique touch that only Whitworth students could provide.
Written in 1937. 'The Cradle Will Rock" told a story of corruption and corporate greed, set In
fictional "Steeltown, USA."However, the seedy undertones of the story were presented through
song, creating an exciting and lively environment for the audience.
Off stage, the drama continued. Cast member Heather Kirnak, a junior who pldyed Virgil, a
police officer with bad hygiene and worse manners, reveals a behind-the-scenes look at 'The
Cradle Will Rock:' -Robyn Best
RiclPating Inroductlon ofe Cradle Will Rock"s an extremely
rewarding experience
for me. There were
two elements in par-
ticular that made it so
worthwhile, the first of
which was the Incred-
Ible group ot people I
was able to work with
on this play. Our cast
was phenomenal and
Included at least torty
people.
In casts of that size
there is almost always
at least one person
who is a prima donno,
a few friends who are
exclusive, or some
"drama" (the less the-
atrical kind) that happens behind the scenes.
Luckily, that was not the case for us.
Another thing that made
this show so exciting was
the outrageous way the
characters behaved on
set. The characters we got
to act out are really more
caricatures than realistic
people.
Virgil was an exciting
part to play because he IS
an incredibly unpleasant
character. He has all sorts
of bad habits like scratch-
ing himself and chewing
tobacco, and has a really
amusing Brooklyn accent.
He'snot the most intel-
ligent guy, but he thinks
he Is,which I think always




and really helped each
of us develop a character that was interesting.
She always told us to do It big, and completely
that worked to define tile .4 e1 I-,,----I """ __ -_~ _ ~
Everyone was so down-to-earth, good-na-
tured, and hard-working. it was an ensemble
In the true sense of the word as every cast
member took the responsibility of helping
each of her wlfh a strong dedicaflon and with-
ouf complaint.
That sorf of environmenf is why I love
fheatre; if is a team, a communify of people
working togefher to make something beauti-
ful. And that Iswhat we did. Shawna Nord-
man and Nicole Silbaugh, who played Editor
Daily and the Clerk in the play, even went
as far as to make dinner for the cast every
week, On Thursday nights, the cast spent time
off set together It reaily ailowed us to bond.
commit to It; comedy Isn't comedy if it's half-
hearted.
Each character had a distinct walk, move-
ment and voice that Jorked to define the
character. She really encouraged us to focus
on every aspect of our characters, down to
the smallest detail. Eventually each one of ,
us could probably have told you what our
character ate for breakfast. They were all just
so silly.
When I walked on stage as Virgil, I felt like a
duck because he had his own unique walk. It
was so refreshing just to play around with fun
characters like that!
Story by Heather Kirnak


It'sall about rs tive.
In the Theatre department's spring production,
Museum, 40 characters were played by 19 ac-
tors, and the name of the game was "art:' How-
ever, neither the audience nor the actors found
any simple answers in a play centered around
the individual reactions that people had to art In
this play, the desire to experience art forced one
character played by JuniorJessLilesto physically
search an art piece by Agnes Vaag for hid-
den meaning and another character played by
senior Julie Kimball to steal a clothespin, an act
that sparked the destruction of an entire work,
Beginning with an opening voiceover about
an important painting was vandalized via mul-
tiple gunshots, this play encouraged the audi-
ence to be more thoughtful about how the arts
infiuenced their lives, whether it was the art in a
museum or the art on stage, According to DireG
tor Brooke Kiener,one of the main goals of the
production was to make the audience aware of
their participation, "Our purpose was to get the
audience to think about the way we experience
art and the way that audiences experience
performance:' said Kiener.With only 200 seats
available during each performance, many of
those at the level of, or even on the stage itself,
the audience found themselves in the thick of
the action.
In addition to the changes in audience experi-
ence, Museum differed from a traditional play in
the way it was structured. For senior Alex Smith.
who played the Guard, the large number of
distinct characters kept the play dynamic and
challenging, "You can point at people that spent
90% of the play on stage:' said Smith, "but we
weren't principle characters-we were just there
existing:' Unlikea traditional piay that boasted a
handful of prominent characters, "There weren't
any real leads:' said Smith, "We all had the same
amount invested in the show:'
Thisplay olso compelled the actors and the
director to approach the dramatic work from a
different perspective. "Thisplay isjust a room:'
said Kiener, "and 44 different people wander
through it:' In order to create distinct characters,
the cast drew on specific artistic elements, called
viewpoints, to help craft the play from a range of
different angles, "They were a breeding ground
for the stuff of the plov' said Kiener,and using the
different viewpoints gave the cast members a lot
of freedom, "We were able to bounce Ideas off
everyone:' sold Smith, "and we were able to cre-
ate some very fun movements:'
The peak of Museums examination of art
though, focused not only on the characters,
but on the art used within the play. Between the
statues of Agnes Vaag, made of found materials
from nature, and the white-an-white canvases
of Zachery Moe, Museum took a look at what
makes an object a work of art With no two
characters presenting the same reaction to a
single piece, the play revealed that the arts af-
fect each person in a different way, Finding the
meaning in one of Moe's paintings truly was a
matter of perspective,
Story by Mary Rump

"Nothing SIlins
up Hawaiian Btl "
InOI"ethan good I I I
and a gOOlI ."
Alohal Members of the Hawaiian Club wel-
comed people to Whitworth's 39th Annual Luau in
traditional fashion, by placing a shell lei around the
neck of every guest
Club leaders took this year's theme, "Mana: Spirit
of the Islands:'as an opportunity to expand Whit-
worth's traditional HawaIIan emphasis to a broader
look at Polynesian culture. Senior Jessica Kauhl
noted that this change brought In elements one
would see at a luau In Hawaii.
Instead of paying top-dollar for a commercial
progrom, students and community members had a
chance to experience Hawaiian culture in their own
backyard Kauhi said, "Nothing sumsup Hawaiian cul-
ture more than good food and a good show:'
Guests passed buffet-style down tabies laden with
food, receiving portions from club members and
dancers. Graduate student Rustam Abdurahmanov
said, "I like to serve people and introduce them to
the food before they eat It:' Dinner Items ranged from
Kai-BiStyle Beef to Pol (taro root paste). and Haupia
(coconut custard).
While guests waited for the show to begin a live
band provided entertainment. Dancers had'games set
up for children and those hoping to learn a few new
moves.
Months of hard work paid off when the hula dancing
began. Practice took place every weekend of spring
semester and for four hours every night the week lead-
Ing up to the luau. "The dances are a lot harder than
they look;' Seniorsand first-time dancers Amy Brown and
KatrinaBayens said,
Theperformances roused enthusiastic cheers and
applause from the crowd, Presenting a Tahitian Otea
dance, a crowd of women emerged, rocking their hips
to the drummer's beat. After the intermission, a group
of face-painted men presented the Haka - a New Zea-
land war chant. A crowd favorite, the Faculty and Staff
Dance, ailowed well-known professors such as Ron Pyle
and Kathy Storm to show off their skills.
The show concluded with a finale celebrating all of
the participants, JOY and pride at the successful show
evident on their faces
FlUIds l'aised went toward events and classes that bel J
leal'n bow to into tbe S Jokane COlDllumi •
Top: Before earning the Mr. Whitworth 2009 title, senior Tay-
lor Storm grooves with freshman Danny Engel to showcase his
talent. Storm was voted Mr. Whitworth by a panel of judges
made up of both students and staff.
Above: French exchange student Irvin Ducournau shows off
his skills as a mime during Springfest festivities. Ducournau
was representing the International Club.
Right: Crowd pleasers, "Fourever Records" performed. Senior
Tyson Motsenbocher, a Springfest organizer, hired the group.
Photos by Sebastien Bijoux
Carrying crepes and cups of Oreol
chocoiate-pudding dirt, hundreds of
students miiled around the Loop on
Saturday, May 2. Wifh neariy 40 booths
representing campus clubs or activities,
Whitworth's annual Springfest heralded
the long-awaited spring. "It brings ev-
eryone outside:' said senior Kristina Kiel-
bon.
Between the BusinessStudents Orga-
nizations money booth and the Psychol-
agy Clubs Rorschach T-shirts, students
perused free CDs from KWRS and had
the opportunity to purchase an album
which featured Whitworth Unplugged
musicians.
The International Club recruited French
exchange student Irvin Ducoumau to
show off his skillsas a mime.
Not only designed to provide a fun
environment for students to congregate
outside and celebrate the school year's
close, clubs soid various wares to raise
money for a local charity.
Coordinators worked with alumni Brent,
'06, and Amy Hendricks, '01 to give sup-
port to Global Neighborhood This non-
profit organization worked with refugees
who were sent to Spokane through
World Relief. After 180 days, World Relief
could no longer provide support, so lo-
cal volunteers stepped forward.
Funds raised by Whitworth students
went toward putting on events and
classes for the refugees that helped
them integrate into the Spokane com-
munity.
One of the main drows at Sprlngfest
was the annual competition to select
the new Mr. Whitworth. Students elect-
ed men to represent every dorm, as
well as off-campus, Senior Matt Deering
expressed his enthusiasm and said that
Springfest was a good way to bring dif-
ferent dorms together.
Competing to win a date with junior
Danika Heatherly, the men emerged in
states of formal wear varying from a
cocktail dress to footie pajamas.
After a series of competitions in swim-
wear, wooing, and talent, a panel of
student leaders and staff chose senior
Taylor Storm, representing off-campus,
as Mr. Whitworth 2009.
Story by Allison Dauer


Photo by Thomas Robinson
night's Senior Reflections. TIns plea was eontinued
by other speakers throughout the weekend.
-r-----------------------------------------J
Left: With his camera around his neck, Thomas Robinson gladly receives his diploma from Whitworth President Bill Robinson. "B-Rob';
as he is known to most students, handed everyone their diploma, while department head chairs the names of the graduates.
Middle: Seniors Bethany Castilleja and Jacob Hildebrand leave their seats to perform with the Whitworth Choir one final time. The
choir sang after student speaker Abigail Horner finished her speech about being ready to graduate with all the ingredients in place.
Top Right: Mclane Stone shakes Joel Crette's hand while walking back to his seat. The graduates sat on the floor of the Spokane Arena.
Bottom Right: Bud Bareither entertained the crowd as the second class elected speaker. Bareither made light of distinct Whitworth




Assistant Editor: Abby Langbehn
Practice
piano
While she was married to the president and may
have lived in a white house, aside from her hectic
schedule, Bonnie Robinson, Whitworth's first lady, lived
a surprisingly normal life.
Just like most students, she packed her days fuli
and constantly updated her "to do" list. In fact, most
students could easily relate to her on the subject of
Whitworth security; she had even received a parking
citation or two.
Every day was a different story for Robinson, and on
one particular day, the moming started with a phone
call from her daughter Brenna Stanfield, a pastor in
Boise, Idaho, who needed help planning a church ser-
vice. Robinson had spent the night before figuring out
the order of everything and
was happily helping Stanfield
finaiize it ail for the following
week. Mom was obviously one
of Robinson'sfirst and foremost
duties
Next on the schedule was
piano practice Whether it was
for FirstPresbyterian Church,
where she was the organist.
or for the Whitworth women's
choir, which she accompanied,
or Justfor a wedding for a friend, she always seemed
to be at the keyboard. Music was one of Robinson's
biggest passions, and it was one of the ways she
helped those around her, inclUding teaching lessonsto
friends who wanted to leam to play. Music itself filled a
big part of Robinson'sschedule. For example, on Christ-
mas Eve alone she played three different services.
After lunch was her weekly meeting with Bill'sassis-
tant. Lesley-Anne Storrno. They worked hard to coordi-
nate everything, and Bonnie had to work even harder
to make sure Billhad some time off. "It's better for him
and for Whitworth:' she said. She even occasionally
puiled out the "wife card" and instructed Stormo to
put a hold on the calendar for a certain month. "Okay,
I will put a 'Check with Bonnie' on it:' Stormo said.
Robinson also had to plan meetings with Sodexo to
make catering plans for dinners and other events, like
when the trustees visited Whitworth. One thing Bonnie
found very important was making trustees and other
supporters comfortable
"I've been on boards wh e t isn't meaningful. I want
to make their time ismeaningful:' Robinson said.
And so she used her gifts to welcome them and
to make their time at Whitworth significant, "At Whit-
worth, I have great freedom to use my gifts:' Robinson
said. One of those gifts was her piano expertise and
she loved playing to entertain guests at the house,
because, as she said, "It's just part of who we are;'
Robinson also took a particular interest In the trust-
ees' spouses, because, "They have given a lot to
Whitworth;' She knew from personal experience what
it was like to commit a lot of time to something and
she tried to show them Justhow thanktul the university
was through her personal
gratitude.
As the evening ap-
proached, Robinson de-
cided to head to the drama
presentation of the Book
of John in Cowles Audito-
rium. She attended as many
campus events as possible
because "There are so many
good things going on, but
sometimes you forget about
"Bonnie is to Bill
what a balance beam
is to a gymnut.~
them all:'
Along with events, Robinson liked to be involved
on campus by getting to know students. She did this
through activities such as her work with the women's
choir. Sophomore KelliWeinbender, a member of the
women's choir, said, "It's nice to get to know Bonnie a
little better. I even leamed that she knows how to play
the accordion;'
Everyone at Whitworth is so familiar with BillRobin-
son, but not as many recognized his other half. even
though she played a huge role at Whitworth University.
As Stormo said, "Bonnie is to Billwhat a balance beam
isto a gymnast: without her support Billcould not do
the Job he does as well as he does. She complements
him in ways that. because she isquiet about them,
might go unseen;' Bonnie Robinson worked hard be-
hind the scenes and deserved tremendous recognition
tor her dedication to the Whitworth community.
Story by Abby Langbehn




"Ispend time checbing e ail
and catching up with Bill at the








victory in the Frisbee
Intramural Playoffs
Intramural Frisbee Team Cardinal Sinastonished ally played Frisbee competitively before. Going
Frisbee fans by overcoming insurmountable odds Into the season, we didn't expect much, but we
to win the fall season. ended up having a lot of athletes on our team
Assembled on the field in their new jerseys and we worked well together. We learned to
for the playoff game, the team prepared for depend on each other and by doing so we be-
their final battle by performing the team chant. came a great team as the season wore on. "
Huddled together one last time, the Cardinal Luck and natural talent helped Cardinal Sin
Sinchanted together, "Pride, pride, pride, pride, succeed despite their lack of organization. In
pride, pride, pride, pride, pride. We're awesome!" fact, the team never had a formal practice.
After much rigorous play, Cardinal Sinpulled Curtis Powell, one of the two juniors on the
off a stunning victory In the championship game team said, "We never practiced much. We
against the "A Team" with a usually Justshowed up 15- 30
final score of 11-8. "B 'd I minutes before we played a
Matt McCourt, a freshman eSI es a coup e game to practice a new tac-
frisbee player on the Card 1- , b d h d tic for that day'
nal Sinteam said, "It was an guys no a y a "For our first game, we
amazing adrenaline rush. The II' I d F ' b showed up to play against
feeling after we scored the reo y p aye rls ee some of our buddies In Mac
last touchdown to go up by t't" I b f " and we went over the ba-
three, then the reality of the compe live y e are. sics of play right before we
fact that we had won began started the game. We ended
to settle in. Funny thing Is, I was more excited up beating them 12-7 We didn't think we had
than anything because the game was probably much of a chance winning. being a team with
the most fun that I'd had playing frisbee all year:' mostly freshmen who have never played, but we
Astonished that they had won fhe playoffs, pulled through;' said Powell,
team Cardinal Sincelebrated by running through Curtis said, "Having dinner with B-Rob(President
their victory tunnel, Each member also took a BillRobinson) one night before the playoffs was
drink from the victory chalice. a large goblet the best. While we were eating. we told him our
filled to the brim with victory water, symbolic of team name, and he gave us this amazing quote
their team pride. by John Henry Newman. 'Quarry the granite
When Cardinal Sinstarted the season. they rock with razors. or moor the vessel with a thread
had low expectations. Comprised of almost all of silk, then may you hope with such keen and
freshmen with little Frisbee experience, Cardinal delicate instruments as human knowledge and
Sinbelieved that their chances of winning were human reason to contend against those giants,
slim to none. the passion and the pride of man: It pretty much
Ben Hamming. a freshmen player on Cardinal sums up our team in a nutshell:'
Sinsaid, "Besides a couple guys. nobody had re- Story by ToriSullivan


Sodexos elimination of the tray makes
dropping one virtually impossible.
atch a virgin pinecone, drop your
tray in Saga and ring by spring. To the
graduating seniors, these are the Little
Three that they have known their whoie
time at Whitworth. Yet, to the incoming
treshmen, two of these are all but obso-
lete.
At the start of this year, the freshman
class arrived and was quickly schooled
on Whitworth rules and traditions: The Big
Three and Little Three.
The Big Three were student policies fea-
tured in the Student Handbook and read
as follows: "There shall be no on-campus
possession, consumption, or distribution
of alcohol, illegal drugs or mood-altering
substances, there is to be no cohabitation
on campus, and there is to be no violent
or destructive behavior or other conduct
that threatens or endangers the safety or
emotional well-being of any other person
on campus or of one's self:'
Another set of three that students were
acquainted with in the first week of schooi
was known as the Little Three. Comple-
tion of a version of the Little Three before
graduation was a tradition that survived
Whitworth for decades. Yet. this year's
freshmen were introduced to a revised
version of the Little Three. Catch a virgin
pinecone (a pinecone that has not yet
touched the ground), drop a tray in Saga
(unintentionally) and be hit in the head by
a Frisbee (the new and controversial new
addition to the previous Little Three).
In years past. the third Little Three re-
quired students to either propose or be
proposed to before the spring of their se-
nior year, an action commoniy referred to
as "Ring by Spring:' Administrators changed
the original Little Three to avoid causing
unnecessary pressure for students to get
engaged or married before they gradu-
ated.
"I understand why the ring before spring
was changed to getting hit in the head
with a Frisbee because marriage is a very
serious and sacred thing, and students
shouldn't rush into it solely to accomplish
a silly tradition,"sophomore Colin Sanders
said.
Due to the Widespread popularity of Fris-
bee on campus, many students uninten-
tionally completed the Little Three as they
innocently walked from class to class.
"I was just standing on the sideline during
an ultimate Frisbee game when someone
on my team threw the Frisbee and nailed
me In the side of the head from a few feet
away It hurt a little, but I was thankful that I
completed one of my Little Threes;' fresh-
man Mark Bond said.
The fate of the Little Three took another
hit in November when Sodexo announced
that the dining hall would go completely
trayless in order to save money on water
used to wash the trays, and to help pre-
vent students from wasting food. Sodexo's
removal of trays makes dropping one virtu-
ally impossible.
No matter how grim the situation might
have seemed, students could rest easy
knowing that the pine trees would still be a
staple of the Whitworth campus. Even if it
ended up becoming the sole tradition left-
catching a virgin pinecone seemed safe.









l1'lY fOl1h. e LIfe OSat J$S\JS closs
!'IdS given me IIIblgger perspective of tl:1eChrlsti<:lnfalth and the
teoc,llUngsof Jews, leadersNp Development (which Is a Vo"ng
klfe-fbcus,d Class)'hIlS chanenged me. to look deeper at my walk
with Christ and figure out how to share that faith with others.
Do you think that students who do not have a Christian
background are at a disadvantage In Whitworth's classroom
se1l1l'lgs1
No. my professors at Whitworth are some of the best teachers
I've ever had, If anyfhlng, fheir faifh makes fhem betfer teachers
because they are more likely to ask the tough questions.
to soy anythlt)o fot 01 agqlr1&t $1,10 ideologies I'liElrieeerrw to be most prevolEti'lf)
What hos y;our experience been as someone whe> Is outside the troellflonal
Chrlsllan faith?
Because I am still meeting people, ans questions of faith ond politics tend to not
be asked Initially, Ihave not experienced much direct discontent with my rEillglous
affiliation (or lock theleof). I often feel (and hove heard stated) that people tend to
define themselves by their faith. This leoqs to a certain degree of reserve.
I do fear exposing my religious beliefs to those who do not know me well because I
feel that by stating that I am agnostic, or anything other than Christian, my charac-
ter will be judged based on assumptions and stereotypes about non-Christians.
Whitworth welcomes Mind
Mindy Smith was hired during the sum-
mer of 2008 after moving from Phoenix,
Ariz., with her husband, in order to
become the new Campus Pastor of
smoH- roup ministries at Whitworth,




Imagine this: 1,247 jigsaw pieces and an infinite
number of different ways to put the puzzle together.
Whitworth's housing staff was faced with these difficult
pe campus community' exploded
ber of incoming freshmen and transfer
vera thousand students into 11 dorms
of tl).eme houses proved to be no
r Whitworth's Residence Life team.
ege campus was aiways an exciting
me for new students. For Whitworth's
r rise and shock were added to the list
eeted by two or three roommates
KDrfBarneson, a freshman in Duvali, did
13was going to be in a tripie until Just
's ogening day.
d!jft fell me:' Barneson said. "I found out
ate told me that we were going to
f~0rt' As it turned out Barneson was not
rlseo with an unexpected addition.
a first when there were two names
"QSsignment instead of one:' freshman
'S~iGl, "I thought the university had
011these new students coming
ob<A~sociate Director of Housing, at-
rise in freshman and transfer appli-
tJange in the application process.
1;l essay portion and made the whole
eN Jacob said. Thischange made
very thing about applying to
hitworth easier for prospective
[udents and as a resuit admissions
awa record number of new stu-
ent appiications. "What we didn't
expect was that so many new
.students would actually take Whit-
worth up on its acceptance and
how up for classes:' Jacob said.
It was common for students to
bmit simultaneous applications to
rnulttple colleges before deciding
on the perfect fit so it was a com-
mon practice for schools to accept
more students than they had room
or with the assumption that not
veryone they accepted would
actually end up attending.
ere by an R.A. and was told he wasn't allowed
to stay. Smith eventually moved off campus to
share a duplex with two other roommates. But
Smith was only one out of the nearly 260 fresh-
men men and ultimately, provisiOJlswere made
to house the extra students; d0(Jble rooms were
transformed into triple;Jrir:>les were crowded Into
quadruples and the previously all-f~ale Schu-
macher was taken over by Whitwor~~en
Whitworth's newest4esi.d.§,rtialadditio~, Duvall,
was one of the dorms hit th8h6l dest by over-
population
"We tried to make the overflow r00[T1Sthe
biggest rooms on campus so most ended up in
places like Duvall and Arend:' Jacob sold. Over-
flow students moving into the affectionately nick-
named "Castle Duvall" may have had a Iblgger
room than most, but Swanson and Barneson, bot
Duvall residents, claimed to have had the same
difficulty: no floor space!
"My roommates and I are all messyLd with
[Continued from previOU~page]
However, the confirmation deposits kept flying
in and the class of 2012 continued to grow in
i
numbers each day, topping out at 540. With the
unexpected increase1came unavoidable chal-
lenges for the housing office.
Adding to the issJeof over-population, there
was also a higher;nale-to-female ratio than _
there had been in years past, reaching 47-53 as
opposed to the previo~ year's ratio of 45-55.
Thiscreoteo e unique problem with housing
placements, affecti~g Whitworth men substan-
tially.
"At one point every single incoming male stu-
dent was placed in overflow housing. When the
dust1ettled on opening day, we had about 76
guys in overflow rooms:' Jacob said. Raymond
Smith, a freshman from Boise,Idaho, said that he
wa¥''t even given a room.
"I was told to find housing off G,\mpus:' Smith
said. Unable to do so, SmithJiunkem in a friend's
dorm room for a month before he was discov-
somuch stuff packed into our room, it looked like
on exr!tosiona~1the time:' Swanson said" Barneson's
similarconcer7' however, had more socicl motives,
'There isno !itting room so it's realiy hard to hove
visito!s;' Barneson said,
Butthe floo restrictions in overflow rooms werep't
enough to create a negative atmosphere for theIr
residents, Julia Price, Resident Director for Baldwi~-
Jenkin!,Tiki,and Aklli. said she was encouraged "md
excited "to see students approach the iiving situa-
tion witH fiexibility and open minds:' ,
Many sludents in overflow houslnq were given
the oppo~unlty to ~ove out of their crampe ' living
quarters throughout the yeor bU,t2hose to emain
1 where they were,
"Some students took advanttrg of the opportu
nity while others got a~ so well (w~;l:eir roo~-
motes)that they chose to ceAtiAClelivi?g with thme
people in a room:' Price said, "The re~dents in these
roomsset strong examples for their peers co cern-
ing cooperation and communication:'
Top and Right: Freshmen Jordan CalePeter Carlson,
Jacob Jansen, and sophomore Michael Takemur.l'share
Arend room 212. They said th~ardestpaf;t1bout
cramming four in a room was-the lack Q cleanliness
and space.
Left:In Arend 003 the" ive r~-mates push all their
beds to one side of 111elQ.Omand hang blankets for
privacy's sake. They afso said the rooming experience
had been mostly enjoyable, except for the lack of floor
space.
Photos by Thomas Robinson
Taking action against continuing re~traints on
student housing, Whitworth cohtinued construction
on the new "East" residence hall. /
Scheduled to open in the fail 012009, it W(1JS
expected to alieviate sc;rneon the immediate
constraints on housingj~~ditionally, or-other new
hall was in the works for 20V' In the meonti e,
Whitworth students continued to make the l(>estof
a crowded situation as tbe housing office made
preporations fa:! e incoming ciass of 2013,
"When i tell people what i do for a iiving it's usu-
ally a conversbtion kilier, but my Job is actually re-
ally exciting:' said(acob "Whitworth h,?USingis like
a big puzzle, Every piece has Its ploce:
Story by Robyn Best


Pirate football stood united as young and fresh faces took
control of the season. The year 2008 proved to be a suc-
cessful one for the Pirates. who ended the season with a 6-3
overall, 4-2 Northwest Conference record and nine players
named to the AII-NWC team.
Head Football Coach John Tullysaid the team was a
"great group of guys and fairly young, which gives the
team a chance to grow:' He was very excited and
proud of the improvement he saw. Tullypredicted
that next year "we are going to be a very good
team and that the players will be ready to work
hard for that league championship:'
Tully,who completed his 14th season as head
coach, focused mainly on the respect of hisplayers
and staff. "Our seniors were respected when they
were young so It became a reciprocal feeling as
new incoming players join the team;' said Tully.
Huge amounts of stepping up had to happen.
Freshman Jacob Jansen, known as "Cub;' took on
the quarterback position when senior Kory Kemp
injured his leg halfway through the season. "It felt
great playing quarterback;' said Jansen. "I thought it
was a very good season; in the beginning there was a
lot of Inexperience being on a new team but by the end
things really clicked:'
In the end, Whitworth said farewell to 12 seniors this
year, among them offensive lineman Dan Sanders. "Play-
ing football at Whitworth has taught me a lot about time
management ...1 was greatly Influenced by the group of guys
with whom I shared a common bond;' said Sanders.
Wit determm"atibn, juinor Mj'kE~Peck
passes off the ball to junior Adam
Anderson. Photo by Morgan McQuilkin
Semor cLane Ston intercepts a 'possible
Linfield College touchdown. The intercep-
tion was returned for a 92-yard touch-
down. Photo by Steve Flegel

double the players, twice the talent&--.ll~
Eleven The total number of freshmen on the 2008 Whitworth
volleyball team. It was also the total number of players just one
season before. It was no secret that the class of 2012 over-
whelmed the Whitworth campus, and volleyball was no ex-
ception. With only three seniors, "you have to step up, you
can't make the seniors carry the team:' freshman Kathy
Taylor said
Freshman Kaimi Rocha answered the call for fresh-
men to step up, finishing the season as a leader in team
statistics. Rocha's skillswere recognized outside of the
Whitworth community as she was named to the 2008
All-Northwest Conference FirstTeam.
Twin sister Ka'ipo Rocha also proved to be an as-
set to the team. She was also a leader in statistics
and received an honorable mention to the AII-NWC
Team.
These powerhouses impressed senior co-cap-
tain and fellow AII-NWC honorable mention Nikki
Bardwell. "These girls don't play like freshmen:'
Bardwell said.
Senior Jill Solbrack said that with only seven re-
turning players, the team took more time than usual
to get into a groove. "All the seniors became team
moms;' Bardwell said. "The team isa big, fuzzy love fest:'
The season was one of growing pains, but ended on
a high note with a win against highly-ranked Linfield. "The
team ismuch better than our record shows:' Bardwell said
of the Pirate's 14-14overall. 7-9 NWC record.
Though the three seniors would be missed, the majority of
the team would remain the same, leaving hope the team could
reap the benefits of the strong bonds forged this season.
Story by Aubrey Hahn
Taking a dive, freshman Bree Riddle goes
to the floor to keep the ball In play.
Photo by Nick Elliott

teamwork earns fourth title in five years~~Vj
Enthusiasmand dedication to teamwork gave the Whitworth III
men's soccer team a 2008 season to talk about. The Pirates won
the Northwest Conference for the fourth time in five years with
an overall record of 14-2-4. 10-2-3 in the NWC.
Change set the tone for the team this year. There were
only four seniors, so several younger players needed to step
up into leadership roies.
"Ali the freshmen that came in worked really hard,
whether they played or not:' senior John Prugh said.
The respect of the upperclassmen was echoed by
the freshmen. "The oider guys did a really good job
of making us feel accepted and included:' freshman
Cameron Bushey said.
Their team unity was built by regularly eating lunch-
es together and hanging out off the field.
"It really is important how well the team gets along
on and off the field:' senior Caleb Barnhillsaid.
The team was led by head coach Sean Bushey,
who earned the NWC Coach of the Year award
Thiswas his 13th year coaching at Whitworth and his
fourth time winning the award.
Some of the players used the games they lost as a
learning experience.
"It reminds us that we aren't always the best:' Barnhill
said. "It gives us something to work towards:'
Thisyear's season ended with a lossat home in the first
round of the NCAA Division ill tournament against Augs-
burg. Hundreds of Pirate fans came to watch the game that
ended in a shootout after double overtime.
"I was pretty bummed:' Prugh said. "But i don't regret any-
thing about the season ..I love playing soccer:'
Senior and team captain John Prugh fakes




outpacing expectations ~ q-J;c.
Thisseason, the good definitely outweighed the bad, asCI
the men knocked off Willamette for a Northwest Conference
title, won the West Regionals and finished 31st at Nationals as
a team. The women tied for second in the conference after
five women piaced in the top 25 finishers. "We all...had
the same dreams and were there to support one another
through the good and bad times; JuniorJo Mayer said.
"It was great beating Willamette: in fact it was our
team motto for a iot of the year: 'Beat Willamette:
Slice 'em:" sophomore Nick Gailagher said. Gallagher
won the first regional title in Whitworth history. He
was also chosen as one of the NCAA Division IIIMen's
Cross Country Athletes of the Year. Head Coach Toby
Schwartz was chosen as Coach of the Year.
Gallagher, junior Dusty Caseria and freshman Aoron
Jenkins earned FirstTeam AII-NWC honors, and junior
Emmanuei Bofa claimed a Second Team AII-NWC
spot.
The women tied with Whitman for second place in
the Northwest Conference for the fifth time since 2001,
proving the program's strength.
"Our team's success reflects our hard work, talented
athletes and good coaching:' sophomore Dana Misterek
said.
"It was amazing. We finaily had the talent, the depth,
and the drive to accomplish great things;' Mayer said. Both
freshman Kathryn Williams and Mayer earned Second Team
AII-NWC honors for their respective 11th and 12th place fin-
ishesat the conference meet.
Story by Kelsey Bumgarner
Straining through the finish line, junior
Emmanuel Bofa pushes himself at
Spokane Falls.
The Whitworth women take off from the
starting line at the Northwest Conference




three flights, three matches, one choir performance
-Choir Director Marc A. Hatso
It was the last Whitworth volleyball match In 2008, a challenge from Lin-
field College. Just before the match began, senior Bethany Castilleja stood
up to the mic and delivered a beautiful rendition of the national anthem.
Two minutes later, she stepped onto the court as the stortlng Ilbero for the
Pirates. Whitworth went on to win the match 3-2, but Castilleja won more
than that
Growing up In Kennewick, Wash., Castilleja transferred from soccer to
volleyball upon entering high school. "I didn't have the love for soccer, so I
switched to vollevboll" she said. Her sophomore year she made an appeor-
ance as a storter during a vorsity playoff match and her senior yeor eorned
multiple conference and state awords.
Before the sports began, however, Castilleja's singing education origi-
nated in the home. "My mom grew up in choirs and sang all the time ...my
dad has always been In a band and performed his own stuff, and they sang
at weddings together and church services. That's how I got into singing:' she
said. Castilleja storted singing In middle school and In high school was port
of multiple choirs.
Castilleja's first home weekend of Whitworth volleyball was also her debut
as the national anthem singer. It quickly became assumed that she would
sing for every match, and since then she only missed singing at three home
matches due to illness.
Castilleja decided to come to Whitworth after Coach Steve Rupe saw
her play in the East-Westmatch and extended an Invitation for her to walk
on to the team. She had not foreseen both playing volleyball and singing in
a choir while in college, but was thankful to have had that opportunity at
Whitworth. "The time commitment Isso huge that If I tried to play and sing
at a bigger school, it wouldn't be possible:' Castilleja said.
One weekend the two commitments almost got the better of her.
The volleyball team had three matches on the road, and it was the
weekend of a Sunday choir performance. Castilleja ended up
flying back and forth between Spokane and Oregon three times
over the course of 24 hours, and then drove seven hours from
Portland to arrive In Spokane at 430 In the morning in time for an
8 o'clock choir call, after which she sang for three hours. "That
was the most brutal weekend of my life; I don't think I ever recov-
ered from it;' Castilleja said.
The life led by Castillejo during her four yeors at Whitworth was
chaotic, schedule-oriented, and, to put it simply, hard work. Senior JillSol-
brack, a fellow volleyball player, said Castilleja "struggled to include the two
most important things in her life ..but Bethany continued to give as much to
each as she could:'
Castilleja achieved a sense of pride and personal accomplishment few
people could claim about themselves. "So many people told me that it was
Impossible:' she said. "The vibe I got was that It was hord. Going into It I was
wondering how It would work, but I got to the point where you just go and
do what you need to do:'





Men's 5occet' 114-3-3, 10-3-2 NWCI
Whitv."orth 2 v, Cal Slate East Bay 1
Whitworth 4 v. GUS!aIlUSAdolphus 0
Whitworth 6 at Col Lutheran I
Whitworth 2 at UC Santa Cruz 2
Whitworth2 v. wscwnnewater 1
Whitworth I at Linfield 0
Whitworth2 at wmemene 0
Whitworth 0 v. Puget Sound 1(2011
'Whitworth:3 v. Pacific lutheran 2
Whinvorth:3 v. Whitman 2 [OTI
Whitworth I at Pacific [Ore.l 3
wrutwcrth 3 at George Fox I
wturwcrtn 0 v. wlllamene 0
wnttwcnn 2 v. Linfield I
Whitworth I at Pacific Lutheran 1
Whjtv.'onh 3 at Puget Sound 2
Whitworth 0 v, Whiunan 0
Whitworth 5 v, George Fox 0
Whitworth 4 v. Pacific [Ore.j 0
NC<\A First Round
\Vhit\'ronh 2 Augsllllrg 5 (Aug. wins SO 4·21
Women's 5occet' 115-4-1, 11-4-1 NWCl
Whitworth 2 ,11 Charopman 0
Whitworth 2 01 UC Sarna Cruz 1
Whitworth 2 at Cal State East Bay 1
wturwcrtn I v. wtsc-whnewarer 0
Whitworth 2 at Linfield I (OT)
WPJrworth] at WiUameue2
W!>Jtworth] v. Puget Sound 3
wrutwonn 1 v. Pacific Lutheran I
wnnwonn 2 v. Whitman I
Whitworth 0 at Lewis& Clark I (On
Whitworth 3 at Pacific [Ore.I 0
Whitworth 3 at George Fox 2
wturwcrth 3 v, wmemene 2
wfurwcnh 4 -e. Linfield I
wmrwonn 3 at Pacific Lutheran 2 IOn
wnirwonn 0 at Puger Sound 2
wnlrworth 4 at Whitman 0
wnnwonn 5 -e. Lewis & Clark 0
WhiMonh 2 -e. George Fox 0

















M: 31st of 32
W:2ndof6
W: tst ot c
'11': 6th of 28
W:2ndof7
'11': Isto!6
'11': 2nd of Q
'AI: 5lh of 6
Football 16-3, 4·2 NWCl
wnnworm zz v. La Verne 13
Whitworth 7 at Redlands 38
whltwonh z l at Chapman 35
Whitworth 23 v, wuumeue 32
Whitworth 29 at LInfield 31
Whitworth 35 v. Puget Sound 7
whnwonh 36 at Menlo 34
Whitworth 40 at PacificLutheran 29
Whitworth 42 v. lewis & Clark 7
Volleyball 114-14, 7-9 NWCI
Whitworth 3 at Rutgers-Newark 0
Whitworth 3 at RussellSage I
Whitworth 3 at Polvtechnlc, NY 0
Whitworth 3 at New York I
Whitworth 0 -e. Menlo 3
Whitworth 3 '., MoncanaWeslem 2
Whitworth 3 v. Whitman 0
Whitworth 0 v. Lev.is & Clark St. 3
Whitworth 2 at UC Sanla Cruz 3
Whltwonh 0 al Cal Lutheran 3.
WhitWOrth3. at Chapman 0
WhitWOrth0 al Cal Sl. Easl BayJ
Whitworth 3 v. Willamette 0
Whitwonh 1 v. lewis & Oarle 3
Whitworth 2 at Grorse Fox 3
WhiTWOrth0 81 Pacific lOre,) J
WhiTWOrth3 Pugel Sound I
Whitwol'lll I v, PilcificLutheran 3.
WhiTWorth3 al Whilman 1
Whitworth 3 at Linfiel('lI
Whltw'orlh 2 at Willameue 3
Whlt\.\lonh 0 at Lewis & Oark ]
Whitworth] v. G€'0lbe l-ox I
Whitworth] Pacific (are.) 0
Whitworth 0 at Pugel Sound 3
Whitwonh I at Pacific Lutheran 3.
Whitworth I v, Whitman 3
Whitworth 3 v. Unfield 2

a winning tradition continues on
For the sixth time in hiseight years at Whitworth, Head Coach Jim Hayford
led the men's basketball team to a twenty-pius game winning season, end-
ing with a 23-6 overall, 12-4 Northwest Conference record. Whitworth
also won the NWC Championship Tournament made it to' the second
round of the NCAA Division IIITournament, and sent three of its play-
ers - seniors RossNakamura and Calvin Jurich and junior David
Riley - to the AII-NWC Team.
It was a year made up not of individual stars, but a com-
plete teom effort "We didn't have that go-to guy like we've
had in the past so we had to find out who could score, run
our offense, and our overall team balance;' Jurich said. The
team combined to lead the NWC in multiple statistical
categories, Including field goal percentage, free throw
percentage, and three-point percentage.
Whitworth found team balance was the deciding
factor in making the NCAA tournament as the Pirates
faced the #3 ranked University of Puget Sound in the
NWC Championship game to decide the automatic
bid.
"We knew that to make the NCAA tournament we
would have to come together as a whole unit;' said
Hayford. The Pirates won that game 90-80 in over-
time, a high point of the year for the team and Pirate
fans alike as UPSdefeated Whitworth twice earlier in
the season.
"It was pretty intense and we probably played the
toughest we ever played;' junior Nate Montgomery said.
The team graduated four seniors who greatly con-
tributed to the court as well as team dynamics. "It was a
really neat group; they really loved each other. I wish we
could have kept playing a few more weeks;' Hayford said.
Tosee the end of the season was bittersweet "When
you're playing your best you're having the most fun, and the
entire season it's been a lot of fun;' Jurich said. "It sucks having it
come to an end:'
Story by Kelsey Bumgarner
Senior Tim Sellereit looks for an opportuni-
ty to pass the ball inside. Photo by Thomas
Robinson

For the first time in Head Coach Heien Higgs' 15 years at Whitworth,
every piayer on her team was from the state of Washington. The
dynamics of the team differed from past years because there
were no freshmen, contradicting the trend of other sports this
year.
"We'd never had that many girls come in with that much
experience:' said senior Tiffany Corigliano.
One addition to the team this year was super senior
Holiy Tomiin. Tomlin played voileyball at Whitworth, but
this year decided to go out for the basketball team as
well. She quickly became comfortable with the team.
"Once you get to know them, they are the coolest
girls:' said Tomlin.
Teamwork was not all it took to win games; it also
required a lot of practice and hard work Balancing
work on the court with school took dedication. "You
get really good at time management:' senior Alida
Bower said. "It teaches us life lessonsabout respon-
sibility'
With all their hard work the team came out of the
season with a 13-12overall, 7-9NWC record. Junior
Cassie Pilkinton led the team in scoring and was
named to the AII-NWC Second Team, joined by an
honorable mention for Bower.
The team felt it was a successful season overall.
"Our record doesn't represent our team. We worked
really hard and it was still a good season:' Corigliano
said.
Bower echoed the good feelings about the team. "My
four years on the team at Whitworth have been a great
experience: Bower said. "There have been good and bad
times, but I wouldn't change anything:'
Story by Kelsey Bacon
The women s bas et all team stan S court-
side during a game. Photo by Molly Feree
Senior Alida Bower d;ives hard to the
basket. Photo by Thomas Robinson

pulling together for a succesful season lit ~
Hearing the words "Conference Champions" never grows old, even
after seven years, Continuing their streak of success, the men's swim-
ming dominated the Northwest Conference yet again, breaking
aimost half of the meet records in the process,
Although conference was what aii the practice led up to,
opportunities for excellence abounded throughout the year.
The Husky invitational in December provided a chance for
the swimmers to push themselves and compete against
Division I contenders,
Thisyear introduced another, different challenge: nine
out of 20 swimmers were freshmen, While this present-
ed an inevitabiy new dynamic to the team, motivation
remained the same, "Everybody goes to the pool for
one reason - to do hard work" said freshman Rory
Buck, who set a new NWC record in the 200-yard
breaststroke with a time of 202,34,
Despite having so many new swimmers Join the
team, Head Swim Coach Steve Schadt said "Every-
one meided well together:'
Senior and team captain Justin Brandler said that
having so many new swimmers brought a fresh per,\:
spective for those who have been competing for
two or three years, The freshmen, enthusiastic and
passionate about the sport, came in with a iove for
swimming that reminded the veterans why they swim,
The team aimed for exceilence not only in the pool
but in academics as well. Several Whitworth swimmers
were honored at the conference meet for maintaining
a 3,5 GPA. "Swimming teaches you to be focused and
dedicated:' said Buck,
The phenomenal swimming this year testified to the
strengths of both the individuai swimmers and the team,
Brandler said of the underclassmen, "They wili definitely fulfill
the tradition that Whitworth swimming has established:'
Story by Allison Dauer
I - a ui a'c troke, semor Bra orne
speeds down the lane. Photo by Thomas
Robinson
Swimming the freestyle, sophomore
Michael Woodward reaches for a breath.
Photo by Thomas Robinson
Men's Baskelballl231, 12-4 NWCJ
Whitworth 83 at Brockport SL 67
Whitworth 70 at Johns Hopkins 60
whlrworth 88 ill CafIech 38
Whitworth 62 at Chapman 47
Whitworth 85 at Cal SL East Bay 80
Whitworth 68 at Clarernont-Mudd-Scrtpps 73
Whitworth 90 at UC Santa Cruz 58
Whitworth 77 at Simpson, Iowa 56
Whitworth 79 at Gustavus Adolphus 58
Whitworth 94 rjeorge Fox 60
Whitworth 82 v. Pacific [Gre.] 51
Whitworth 69 at wmameue 68
Whitworth 79 at Linfield 88
Whitworth 77 Puget Sound 89
Whitworth 88 Pacific Lutheran 60
Whitworth IOl v Whitman 70
VI'hitworth 62 at Lewis & Clark 74
Whitworth 83 at George Fox 67
Whitworth 83 at Pacific lOre.] 74
Whitworth 77 v. willameue 65
Whitworth 82 v. Linfield 70
Whitworth 71 at Puget Sound 81
Whitworth 83 at racine Lutheran 57
Whitworth 97 at Whitman 87
Whitworth 83 V. Lewis & Clark 78
NWC Championship
Whitworth 90 at UPS 80 lOT)
NCAA Tournament
FIrst Round:
Whitworth 81 -e. Clarerncnt-Mudd-Scripps 63
Second Round:
Whitworth 73 at UPS 84
Women's BaskelbaIl113-12, 7-9 NWCI
Whitworth 63 at Chaminade 44
Whitworth 64 at BYU-Hawaii 83
Whitworth 71 at Hawaii Pacific 91
Whitworth 69 at Cal Lutheran 57
Whitworth 76 at Caflecn 46
Whitworth 62 at Redlands 68
Whitworth 73 v. Washington University 68
Whitworth 58 v. Cal Lutheran 43
Whitworth 77 at Walla Walla 46
Whitworth 50 v. George Fox 68
Whitworth 64 v Pacific [Ore.] 64 (On
Whitworth 78 at wmemerte 69
Whitworth 61 at Linfield 50
Whitworth 47 Puget Sound 43
Whitworth 59 Pactllc Lutheran 57
Whitworth 54 v Whitman 61
Whitworth 65 at Lewis & Clark 61
Whitworth 46 at George Fox 77
wnjrwortn 49 at Pacific [Ore.l 49
Whitworth 64 v. Willamette 73
Whitworth 62 v. Linfield 58
wnrrworrn 46 at Puget Sound 54
Whitworth 58 at Pacific Lutheran 71
wtnrwortn 56 at Whitman 81
Whitworth 80 v. Lewis & Clark 72
Men's SWimming
Whitworth 168 at Pacific (Ore.131
Whitworth 168 at Linfield 45
Whitworth 149 v. Pacific Lutheran 56
Northwest Invitational: IndiVidual Results
UW Husky Invitational- Individual Results
Cal Lutheran Winter Invite: 2nd of 4
Whitworth 130 at Seattle Unlv. 75
Whitworth 171 v. wutamene z t
Whitworth 167 v. Lewis & Clark 25
Whitworth 178 v. Whitman 84
Whitworth 116 at Puget Sound 89
AWC Championships: 1st Place
NCM D{l[ Championships: Tie for 51st Place
Women's Swimming
Whitworth 153 at Paciflc ItJre·1 47
Whitworth 157 at Linfield42
Whit\"'orth 148 v Pacific Lutheran 57
Northwest Invitational: Individual Results
UW Husky Invitational: Individual Results
Cal Lutheran Winter Invite: 2nd of 3
Whitworth 113 at Seattle Univ. 90
Whitworth 149 v. wntameue a?
Whitworth 141 v. Lewis & Clark 52
Whitworth 192 v. Whitman 66
Whitworth 130 ar Puget Sound 75
NWC Championships: 2nd Place
NCAA DIH Championships: 20th place
-Sports Information Director Steve Flegel
-{f;v~.....;..;"".....__·~=..-'!!!"'------...I
david gerig speaks for whitworth athletics "j;7l,7t:i0
If you were at a home volleyball. women's basketball. softball.
or baseball game. or the homecoming football game this year. the
professional voice you heard over the public address system was
not that of Athletic Director Scott McQuilkin or Sports Information Di-
rector Steve Flegel. Instead. the voice ringing out across the stands
was that of senior Dave Gerig. a Health/Fitness major who served as
the announcer for multiple Whitworth sports this past year.
Gerig grew up in Littleton. Colo. and played basketball in high
school. but has been interested in sports for as long as he could
remember 'And by sports I mean every sport; I'm a huge Colorado
sports fan. the Rockies, Broncos ...1enjoy athletics" said Gerig.
Hisexpertise as an announcer had been detected early on by
others. Senior Bud Bareither said "I first knew that Dave was going to
be a good announcer when I was a freshman in BJ.We would play
NCAA football on the Xbox and turn down the sound ...Usually he
would do the play-by-play and I'd do the color:' The practice Gerig
exercised his freshman year transferred into hisjob as the Intramural
Coordinator hisjunior year, when he announced for the challenge
league basketball championships at the end of the year.
"I have always been interested in the broadcasting/announcing
port of sports" said Gerig. "I would always go to bed listening to the
Nuggets games and the announcing of Jerry Schemmel:'
When Gerig mentioned to someone in the Athletic Department
he was interested in a PA. position, Flegel gave him a test run in the
opening soccer tournament. "We haven't had one student who
we could use for everything who would do a good job;'
said Flegel "lrn just disappointed we didn't find him
until he was a senior:'
As far as the actual announcing went. Gerig
acknowledged both the perks and drawbacks of
the job. "You're constantly talking and sometimes
you feel like a broken record. but you also realize
that a good announcer provides a nice backdrop
to the game" he said. "I definitely don't want to be
the star of the show; they're going to be coming out of
the game talking about the players, not me, which is the
way it should be:'
When asked about the best part of the job, Gerig said, "Hearing
the crowd react to something I've said and hearing people after
the game comment on my voice. Not every job you have is as re-
wording in the sense that you're constantly getting feedback about
what you're doing:'
"He's got a great IfOi<U:j but more
important than that he's got an
~ of athletics and a
good feel for pace:'
Story by Kelsey Bumgarner
new coach struggles with weather
It is one thing to have bad weather force cancellation of one game,
but as the baseball season kicked into gear, snow prevented the Pi-
rates from even practicing on their own field.
The Pirates finally had the opportunity to playa game at home
against Lewis and Clark In March, but two of the games were
rained out
"Dealing with the weather has been difficult Not only do
our guys deal with the physical part by not practicing out-
side, but it takes a toll mentally as well;' Head Coach Dan
Ramsay said.
However, putting the cold behind them, the Pirates
began their season by winning a tournament in Peoria,
Arizona, after entering as the lowest seed.
"Being tenacious and not letting up after a set-
back is a tough trait to teach. Our guys have huge
hearts;' Ramsay said.
After a rough couple of conference games, the
Pirates fought back to break the mold and reign
over George Fox. In the very last minutes, senior
pitcher Chad Flett led the team to a successful
finish
Flett presented himself as a leader on the team.
"The way he plays the game and his knOWledge
about the little things is what makes us younger guys
better every time;' Johnson said.
Thisyear the Pirates lost five seniors, but the fresh-
men on the team were promising. "We have a bright
future Not only are they quality athletes, but they are
quality individuals as well;' Coach Ramsay said.
Even though the Bucs finished with a 10-26 overall, 8-20
NWC record, Whitworth baseball reflected a team of unity,
respect and talent
"Our guys are family. They love being around one another
and will do anything for each other" Coach Ramsay said.
Story by Rebeka Lampe
Sophomore Ben 'George digs low to protect
home plate against George Fox University.
Photo by Yang Kim
origragulate ate given to Junior hris
Bartenhagen for his second home run
against Willamette.
Photo bRan Eriksson
Connecting with the hall, freshman Landon
Scott finishes his swing while at-bat.
Photo by Yang Kim

ovt ~j.v(6r.I ~
softball fights the elements ~ V(
With smooth wooden shovels, women drudgingly sGraped the hardened
ground to clear the three inches of ice and snow th~;r~ad covered the
Diana Marks softball field since early January,
For a majority of the spring season, Whitworth softball had little
opportunity to play games at home due to the snow storms that
continued to hall the campus playing field. Practices were held
in the Fieldhouse, which limited testing the abilities and talent
of the players to the boundaries of the gym. The players had
to re-adapt themselves to playing outside with grass under
their feet and bright sky over their heads.
"It Isdefinitely a hard transition from playing inside to
getting out on a dirt field;' sophomore pitcher kelsey Ay-
ers said. "Ballstake different hops outside, and you see
the ball differently too:'
Although the Whitworth softball team had a difficult
start to the season, they continued to improve with
every inning played out on the field.
With the opposition having the advantage of com-
ing into the season with more outdoor practice, the
women had to work extra hard in order to keep up
with leading conference competitor, Linfield College.
In hisfirst year as head softball coach, Joe Abra-
ham pushed the players to reach their highest poten-
tial and in turn saw resultsboth on and off the field.
"Our players have a great sense of unity. If there Is
one thing that is in very good shape, it is team chem-
lstrv" Abraham said. "The players all support each other
and bring a positive outlook every day'
The Pirates rallied their spiritsand after a slow start, the
softbali team achieved a 15-21 overall and 11-15North-
west Conference record.
"We continued to focus and work hard with the facilities
we have, and our efforts paid oft;' Ayers said.
Story by ToriSullivan
Senior Rachel Anderson-looKs to connect
bat with ball.
First-year 'head coach Joe Abraham talks
with the team around the mound.
Junior shortstop Ashley Carey swings for a
hit against Willamette.

individuals rally as a team ~ ~ S
When it came down to the end, the best part about the men's track sea-
son was watching teammates succeed,
"The most memorabie moments are ones like watching Nick Gallagh-
er win the 5k;' senior Jeff Forsyth said.
Even though success came individually, points go toward a team
effort and this year 34 men participated in the Northwest Confer-
ence Championships.
"Track can become such an individual sport, but here, ev-
eryone isworking together to help the team have success,
not just succeeding as individuals;' senior Kory Kemp said He
finished third in the javelin at the championships.
"Everyone is having a good time being out there and
doing well; it is a liveiy atmosphere;' senior Joey Van-
Hoomissen said.
Earlier in the year, the team earned third at the
NCAA Division IIIindoor championships, led by junior
Cody Stelzer's new indoor team record high jump of
211 meters (0-11").They aiso finished second at the
NWC Championships, where Stelzer won the high
jump for the third year in a row and sophomore Nick
Gailagher won the 10k with a time of 30:4593. Senior
Jeff Kintner won the shot put with a toss of 54'10:'
At the NCAA Division iii Track & Fieid Champion-
ships, junior Emmanuel Bofa set a new schooi and
Don Drumm Stadium record in the 800 meter run with
a time of 1:48.n Kintner finished fourth in the shot put
and Steizer sixth in the high jump. The men finished sixth
overall.
"Thisyear has been one of the best; we have great
athletes, great attitudes, and everyone isworking togeth-
er toward a common goal;' said head coach Toby Schwarz,
who was named the NCAA Div. IIITrack and Fieid Men's
Coach of the Year, aiong side Gary Bassket.who was named
West Region Assistant Coach of the Year and Emmanuel Bofa,
who was named West Region Mens Track Althete of the Year.
Story by Aiyssa Parkinson
.Flying high, junior Cody Stelzer clears the
bar at the Sam Adams Classic.

m1tA
jumping 'heed 01the compeliliOn~( q~
"If it is above 10 degrees you can still run outside)~ead Coach Toby llllllll
Schwarz said. V
As the spring season fell upon Whitworth. a fresh blanket of
snow covered the track in the Pine Bowl. The women's track
team had to work hard to prepare themselves for the 2009
track season.
"We had good shoveling workouts when the snow hit
hard and it was beneficial because it made us stronger,'
senior distance runner Kim Henderson said.
Henderson, who ran track for the Pirates for four years,
enjoyed every moment being on the team. "It has been
one of the strongest mens and women's teams that I
have been a part of in my four years;' Henderson said.
The women earned second at the NWC Cham- .
pionships. Sophomore hurdler Elizabeth Mattila led
the team by winning the 400 hurdles with a time of
1:02:78. Sophomore Dana Misterek set a new school
record in the 1.500 with 4:3993 and finished second in
the 800, and Erica Cox finished second in the ham-
mer, after setting a new Whitworth hammer throw
record with a mark of 157'U· earlier in the season
Schwarz was a major influence in many of these
athlete's careers. "Coach Toby is always supportive
and pushes us to be our best:' senior captain Jenna
Cunningham said.
Whitworth was represented at the NCAA Division III
Track & Field Championships by Matilla, who placed fifth
in the 400 meter hurdies with a time of 1:02.51.
"I know the women's team many not be nationally
ranked like the guys team, but I take pride in the fact that we
support each other in our races, and make an effort to support
people in different events than ours;' Matilla said.
Story by Rebeka Lampe
Dis ance runner sopfiomo're ana isterek
leads the Whitworth Pirates against a pack
of Idaho State athletes.
Sophomore Emily Rhode strains as she
powers down the homestretch.

(Y- r2:£i____.._.
battling in the bubble ~~
Thisyear Whitworth tonr-is players were like the flero,est predators of the
jungle kingdom; displaying cunning, strength, and a will to survive. Both
men and women's tennis teams conquered the competition by sheer
force, talent and will power
The women's tennis team fought hard to finish a phenomenal
season with a 21-4 overall, 16-0 Northwest Conference record.
Under the leadership and guidance of Head Coach Jo Ann
Wagstaff, they were ranked 30th in the nation and clinched
the NWC Championship for the first time since 1997.
"These ladies are the most extraordinary group of
young women I've ever coached:' Wagstaff said.
"Never a complaint or sign of weariness from anyone,
though it did get intense at times:'
Indeed, this season had its share of intense mo-
ments. Playing against Linfield, who had accumulat-
ed a NWC 108-match winning streak over the past
seven years, Whitworth crushed the Wildcats 7-2.
"I will fondly look back on these years as a time
of growth, fellowship, and solid tennis:' senior Linh
Aven said. "Its not just another day at the zoo:'
The men's tennis team aiso had a season of
rigorous play and held their own with their competi-
tors. A relatively young team comprised mostly of
sophomores and juniors, the men had a record of
11-12overall, 9-7 NWC.
"Overall the guys have done well:' Head Coach
Mike Shanks said. "There has been steady improve-
ment throughout the year so I am certainly happy
about that. They try incredibly hard, but we need to do
some of the little things better to put us one step higher:'
Even with the tough competition, the men's spirit and
competitive nature was not shaken.
"I think one of the biggest attributes we have as a team
isour ability to play in the here and now and focus on what
matters at that moment;' sophomore Colin Zalewski said.
Story by ToriSullivan
urining to 'Win the pain, sophomore
Colin Barrett gets ready to hit a forehand
return. Photo by Michael Wittwer

record snow: no problem 5tAJ~a~;ff
Snowed In, L A~L
Beautiful green grass was one of the first things that @ometo mind
when freshman Curtis Day imagined playing college g~li"HOwever, f@r.
Day and the rest of Whitworth's golf team, Spokane's weather painted
a very different picture: five months of snow. Day like other team
members, had to relearn how to play in winter conditions, "We did
not start outdoor practice on 'real grass' until after our first tour-
nament:' junior Krystal Pltkonen said,
In the spring, the women rose up to win the women's
Northwest Conference Spring Classic at Chambers Bay by
nine strokes, despite wet and windy weather, Earlier in the
year, the women also received first at the NWC Fall North
Tournament. "The most rewarding part of the season
has been taking first at both Conference tournaments;'
junior Rachel Dubes said,
For the men, their NWC Fall North Tournament per-
formance earned them a tie with Puget Sound, and
during the Spring Classic, the men placed fifth over-
all, For freshman Jeff Aly, this was a great team-build-
ing season for men's golf. "We will be able to make a
good run at the NWC championship the next several
years;' Aly said,
"Without a doubt. the severe winter weather we
had was the most challenging part of this season;'
sophomore Ryan Young said, However Young, like his
teammates, was glad for the extra practice time in
the Fieldhouse, "We were able to work on our swings
all winter, which has turned out to be very beneficial
for our games this spring;' Young said,
Both teams saw the value In practicing with their
teammates during the winter months, Freshman Elizabeth
Martin finished eighth In the NWC Championship with a
two-day score of 179 to lead the women to third place, The
men finished sixth, led by Alys twelfth place finish,
"We were feeding off each other's energy and supporting
each other" Martin said, "No matter how we played:'
Story by Mary Rump
an fIles as sop 'omote Van oung takes
a chip shot. Photo courtesy oj Ryan Young
Freshman Jeffrey AIy finishes his swing
through at practice. Photo courtesy of
Jeffrey Aly

intramural coordinator serves the student body
-Director of Student Activities Dayna Coleman-Jones
'John Ellings is 0 god;' said Director of Student Activities Dayna Colerncn-
Jones,
Haiiing from issaquah, Wash" senior history major John Ellings became one
of the most successful Intramural Coordinators at Whitworth, Eilingsnot only
worked within ASWU and put together teams made up of the 800+ stu-
dents who participated In intra murals this year; he also coordinated multiple
tournaments throughout the year to give students the opportunity to play
outside of the normal 1Mseasons,
"Dave Gerig changed a iot with the program last year, got the website
up, and was doing things constantly with tournaments, so I really wanted to
keep that going;' Ellingssaid,
In the fall. Ellings put together flag football, dodgeball, grass volleyball.
and tennis tournamenJs, Over Jan Term, he ran a 3~on~3Hoopfest tourno-
ment. and the spring boasted pickleball, badminton, a NCAA Final Four
bracket chailenge and fiesta in Weyerhaeuser, an outdoor round robin ten-
nis tournament. softball tournament. and a Frisbee golf, c.k.o. Frolf. tourno-
ment during Springfest.
"He has perfected the idea of the weekend tournament. offering unique
and varied options to please the sporting tastes of a very diverse populo-
tlon" Coleman-Jones said,
Ellingsearned the reputation of herd-worker, With the influx of freshmen
coming together with the upper-classmen, there was a huge rise in the
amount of intramural participants,
"The sheer amount of time required is the hardest part:' Ellingssaid, "You're
pretty much constantly conflicting with varsity athletics for facility use,
theres a lot of rescheduling, and with the number of students that signed up,
getting enough games far the different teams is tough:'
Ellings had to create new leagues and reschedule often in order to
work around the varsity sports for use of the facilities and to make
sure each team got enough games,
'John is one of the hardest workers we have on ASWU this year,'
senior ASWU Executive Vice President. Kalen Eshoff said, "Hisquiet
unassuming humbleness shines through even though he often
works close to 40 hours a week:'
Students appreciated the effort Eilings put into hisjob, "He Is
very dedicated and approachable" .lt means a lot to us intrornu-
ral players who are trying to relive the 'glory years; just like myself. to
have this outlet of competitive sports;' seniar Taylor Storm said,
Ellings put out just for that response, He enjoyed watching people portlcl-
pate in the events he sponsored and the way intramurals provided a break
from studying and the way friendships developed within competition,
"I like seeing the tangible results from the work you put in behind the
scenes, I'm there for all the tournaments and you can see the way people
enjoy them;' Ellings said,
"His coordination, relaxed ".£;'fI'4
friendly <W>'1Ie, winning f'<V~'f,and
unmatched ~~have made John
an extremely successful IM coordinator."
Story by Kelsey Bumgarner
Baseball 110-26, 8-20 NWCJ
Whitworth5/4 at Puget Sound 18/171DH)
Whitworth 12 at Puget Sound 7
1Nhitworth 4/1 -e, Linfield 6/5 [DH)
Whitworth 1/1 v, Linfield 3/11 (DH)
1Nhitworth 0/5 at Pacific [Ore.) 5/14 (DH]
Whirworth 3/\0 at Pacific lOre.) 4/11 {DH)
Whitworth 5/9 v, Lewis & Clark 14/8 IDH)
Whitworth 6 at wutamette 11
Whitworth 3/1 at wtuamette 4/7 (OH)
Whitworth 4/11 v. George Fox 8/12 (DH)
Whitworth 4/5 v, George Fox 16/4 [OJ-!)
Whir ....orlh 3/8 at Pacific Lutheran 23/7 (DH)
Whitworth 7/5 at Pacific Lutheran 11/6 (DH)
Whitworth 22/\5 v. Whitman 5/5 [OH)




Softball 115-21, 11-\5 NWCJ
Whitworth 1/0 at Linfield 9/8 (DH)
Whitworth 2/1 at Linfield 10/7 (DH)
whttworth 4/ 13 at Pacific Lutheran 9/8 (DH)
Whitworth 8/7 at Pacific Lutheran 4/ 11 (DH]
Whitworth 1/9 v, Oeorge Fox 011 (DH)
Whitworth 0/4 at Puget Sound 912 [DH)
Whitworth 8/2 at Puget Sound 3/2 IDH)
wnttwonn 8/6 at Lewis & Clark 4/3 (DH)
Whitworth 15/9 at Lewis & Clark 2/4 (DH)
Whitworth 0/1 v. Willamene 13/0 (DHi
Whitworth % v. wtnerneue 5/8 fDH)
Whitworth 2/2 v. Pacific (Ore,) 11/2 fDH)
Whitworth 2/2 Y. Pacific IOre.15/6 [DH)
Men'. Tennis 111-12, 9-7 NWCJ
Whitworth 0 y, Pacific Lutheran 9
Whitworth 6 v, Puget Sound 3
Whitworth 9 at George Fox 0
Whit.",'orth 4 at wmamene 5
Whitworth 9 at Lewis & Clark 0
Whitworth 9 v. George Fox 0
whuwonn 6/5 I', Pacific [Ore.] 3/4IDH)
Whirworth 7 at Puget Sound 2
Whitworth 4 at Pacific Lutheran 5
Whitworth I v. Linfield 8
Whitworth 5 v. Willamette 4
Whitworth 7 v. Lewis & Clark 2
Whitworth 1 at Linfield 8
Whitworth % at Whitman 9/9 (DH)
NWC Tournament
Whitworth 3 v. wtnamene 5
Whitworth 7 v. Puget Sound 2 (5th Place)W_'. Tennis 121-4, 16-0 NWt:J
Whitworth 8 v, wmamene I
Whitworth 7 -e, Lewis s Clark 2
Whitworth 9 at George Fox 0
Whitworth 9/1 at Pacific [Ore.1 0/1 IDH)
Whitworth 9 v, Puger Sound 0
wmrwonn 9 v. Pacific Lutheran 0
Whitworth 8 v. wtntman 1
whrrwortn 9 at Willamette 0
wtntwortn 7 at Lewis & Clark 2
Whitwotth 7 at Linfield 2
Whitworth 9 at George Fox 0
Whitworth 9 at Puget Sound 0
Whitworth 9 at Pacific Lutheran 0
wnttworth 7 v, Linfield 2
wnttwortb 7 at Whitman 2
NWC Semiflnal
Whitworth () v. Pacific 1
NWC Championship
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"Everyone knows there isa stereotype about cheerleading, like what
you see in movies. And let me tell you, when we !ent to cheerlead-
ing camp, that's exactly how it was;' Rustam Abdurahmonov sold.
However, there was little room for fooling around on this
cheerleading squad. "I strive for perfection and ask the team
to work very hard:' coach Diana Ithomltis said. "I want ev-
ery student who cheers to enjoy the experience, be chal-
lenged, and grow as a person:'
Thiswas Abdurahmonov's second year cheering for
the Pirates, something he never guessed he would do
when he came to the USfrom Uzbekistan in 2004. He
was attracted to the physical aspect of cheerlead-
ing, especially since he grew up as a gymnast
Physical strength was certainly needed by the
squad. The cheerleaders were encouraged to push
themselves and try more advanced stunts. "There's
this overwhelming feeling of accomplishment every
time we stick a new stunt;' said sophomore Kyle
Scott
The goai of learning new stunts, along with dedi-
cation and an emphasis on team bonding, created
a very motivated squad that did a lot more than
shout cheers and smile. But in order to go above and
beyond, the team had to follow through with those
goals. Ithomitis, looking back over the season, said
"The team has grown in maturity and skill level. Every-
one worked really hard at every practice and the team
has grown into a really talented group:'
Freshman Melinda Leavitt won't soon forget her first
season as a Whitworth cheerleader. "I specifically remem-
ber at camp when we finally nailed this big stunt We felt at
the same level as the big schools, and that was a really big
moment for all of us:' Leavitt said.
Story by Abby Langbehn
ihe squaa C1isp ays one 0 't en mote
advanced stunts for the home crowd.
With enthusiasm, freshman Lauren Den-
slow encourages Pirate supporters cheer.

from boob to bandaging ~ -jict2.J('
At a time when athletics is more and m~e a part of students' lives, the
athletes at Whitworth University are ab~/o boast a program that takes
care of all of their physical needs, The athietic training facility has
everything from whirlpool baths to ultra-sound equipment. Every se-
nior trainer is assigned a varsity team to work with for the season,
under the supervision of Head Athletic Trainer Melinda Larson,
Assistant Trainer and FitnessCenter Director Todd Sandberg,
and Assistant TrainersJon Boshand Mike Ediger,
The job of an athletic trainer requires a commendable
amount of commitment. "Thisyear I spent a little over
300 hours on the road, but it was fun too;' said Sand-
berg, "Thisseason was very unique, At one point in the
year I had four or five guys on crutches, and within the
first three weeks I had three broken bones in guys'
lower extremities It was a very odd season;' said
Sandberg,
Becoming an athletic trainer is almost as difficuit
as the job itself Senior Tyian Rogers described the
rigors of program, "It's a limited enrollment program
that only accepts ten to tweive students per year.
It's very competitive;' said Rogers,
The most important part about the athietic train-
ing program is the athletes it serves, They can go to
have a joint wrapped, work to rehabilitate an injury,
find medicine, and much more, "They not only pro-
vide all of these services but they do so in a manner
that makes you feel like they care about you as an
individual and that they are happy to be helping you;'
said sophomore football player Paul Werhane
Every trainer involved worked together to make
Whitwortris athletics programs as successful and competi-
tive as it is, "All the student trainers know what they are do-
ing and all the athletic trainers are not only professional, but
also very friendlY,' said freshman volleyball player Kaimi Rocha,
Story by Stephanie Jordan-Thompsonn-
During a men s basR:etIJall game, seniorTy-
ian Rogers and Athletic Ttralner Jon Bosh
attend to senior Clay Cebbers.
Photo bv Thomas Robinson
An at ",ee s a 'e IS ehCle to by sop "0-
more Kit Holsten) freshman Kristin Ressel
and sophomore Shana McKreever.
Photo by Kathryn Williamson

wrf;tv
activities provide students a release ~-q~~
Seven freshmen clad In bright red with black trimmings rU~lnJto the
loop while a small mob cheers with chants of "Sin'sgonn'i',"I~1 Sins
gonna win!"But not to worry, this ISsimply another IntramUral frisbee
game featuring the mostly-freshmen team Cardinal Sin,
With such a large class enrolled, many intramural teams were
comprised of mostly freshmen, and from this large pool of tal-
ent came many athletes with something to prove: freshmen
can compete In intramurals.
While Frisbee remained Whitwortrs most popular in-
tramural, freshmen had a special impact on the other
sports. "Freshmen are competitors more In soccer and
basketball where they played in high school;' freshman
Cyrus Brlcel said.
Younger teams typically displayed more energy
and drew a larger crowd. "Freshman teams usually
have the most fans and are the most enthusiastic;'
senior Intramural Coordinator John Ellingssaid.
However, intramurals were by no means devoid
of upperclassmen; many acted as captains or
coaches. "The upperclassmen are really seen as
leaders;' Bricel said. "The freshmen can learn a lot
from them:'
Other intramural sports also experienced growth,
"Basketball has become a lot more competitive;' ju-
nior Carl Chan said, Ellingscreated three leagues for
not only men'sbasketball, but volleyball as well. "The
big leap was basketball. which had ten more teams;'
Ellingssaid.
Firstyear students established a presence on the club
frisbee team as well, Thisyear, a womens section of the
club formed. "Thissemester we have a ton of freshmen
that are showing interest in the team;' senior Megan Mc-
Corkle said. "They've shown a ton of promise:'
Story by Jesse Prichard
sit down with scott mcquilkin and steve flegel
In the last 14 years, two alumni have helped lead the Whitworth Athletics
Department to where it is today: the winners of over 30 Northwest Conference
Championships, three Mcilroy-Lewis All-Sports Trophies in the last five years, and
numerous conference athlete and coach of the year awards Athletics Director
Scott McQuilkin and Assistant Director of Athletics for Sports Information Steve
Flegel both have long ties to Whitworth that led them to invest so much time
and energy, not just In their jobs, but an institution they cared about.
The work McQuilkin and Flegel did exceeded the normal 8-to-5 schedule
many people follow, and each day was different. McQuilkin said there were
meetings with coaches, different forms of correspondence, budget. facility
issues,fundraising events, marketing and sponsorships, things related to volunteer
community work, contacts with the businessoffice, academic affairs, student
life, or facilities. Flegel kept in contact with ali varieties of media, set up programs
and media guides for events, aided In scheduling, updated statistics and re-
cords, wrote pre- and post-game press releases, and was the main Informational
contact for all 20 of Whitworth's athletic teams.
Natslhl: When did you come to Whit-
worth as the Athletic Director and
Sports Information Director respec-
tively?
McQullldn: My official duties as AD.
began January 1. 1996. Two months
later our men's basketball team played
in the national championship game,
losing in overtime. Let's just say it was a
fun way to spend my first two months
on the job
Flegel: I was working half-time as the
Assistant Aquatic Center Director In the
summer of 1995 when the position of
Sports Information Director opened up.
Kevin Bryant. the AD. at the time, asked
me to step in after the previous SID.
left for another school.
Natslhl What previous history did you
have with Whitworth?
McQullldn: I was a student and base-
ball player at Whitworth, graduating in
1984. My plan was to be a high school
math teacher, but the same summer I
graduated, our head baseball coach
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took another position. I was hired In
late July as a 22-year old head base-
ball coach. One year later I was given
a faculty contract and full-time sta-
tus. I left Whitworth In 1990 to pursue
my doctorate in sport history at Penn
State, where I also served as an assis-
tant baseball coach for three years I
returned to Whitworth in fall 1993, but
this time solely as a classroom professor
and academic chair.
Flegel: I was an undergraduate from
1985-89 and participated In varsity
swimming. I came back to Whitworth
in the fall of 1992 and helped as an as-
sistant coach with the swim team while
adding an Englishdegree. In the sum-
mer of 1994 I started the MITprogram
and became Assistant Aquatic Center
Director when the Sports Information
Director position opened. It was a half-
time position as well, so as I was finish-
ing the course work in the MITprogram,
it worked out for me to become a
full-time employee with two half-time
positions.

Natslhl: What are some of the most
exciting improvements and changes
you've seen happen in your time here?
McQuilkin: Since 1996 we have grown
our participation from 290 to 410 stu-
dents annually. We have a wonderful
stable of coaches who deliver qual-
ity experiences. Our outdoor facili-
ties have lrnprcved a great deal, and
we've made strides with our indoor
facilities. Our fundraising has grown
tremendously ...I'm also pleased for our
alums. They take pride In the success
of their alma mater. There'sJOY know-
ing that they are pleased with what is
going on.
Flegel: The advance in technology.
My first fall as SIDI had to retype entire
football rosters for visiting teams to cre-
ate game programs. We still did some
work on typewriters. Technology and
the web have also created an immedi-
ate demand for results, which definitely
keeps me on my toes.
Natslh/: Are there any specific, realiy
memorable moments that stand out to
you?
McQuilkin: The Tuesday when school
closed down in 1996 so that students
and faculty could attend the national
championship basketball game. I was
already in Nampa, Idaho, so when the
six charter buses turned the corner to
approach the gymnasium, that was
quite a moment. The overtime victory
over Trinity in men's soccer ...When the
tying goal was scored with just seven
minutes left in regulation, I can recall
sternly telling President BillRobinson,
Dale Soden, and Warren Friedrichs to
"get off the field ...now:' They were
slapping hands with the team five
yards onto the playing surface. When
Todd Sabrowskl scored the winning
goal on a free kick in overtime, 400
students stormed the field. My best day
of each year, though, is the Heritage
Gallery Hall of Fame Weekend when
we induct the new class of hall of fam-
ers. It's the feel-good day of the year,
honoring a group of former athletes
and thanking them for what they con-
tributed to Whitworth.
Flegel: I've had a chance to witness
many great athletic moments in Whit-
worth history. Our men's basketball
team played in the NAIA Division II
Championship game my first year as
the S.I.D.Hosting an NCAA soccer sec-
tional and watching Todd Sabrowskl
send the Bucs to the final four with an
overtime goal. Matt Squires' no-hitter
in baseball in 2001 and Jo Sonnett's
perfect games in softball In 2005.
r
Natslh/: What do you do for enjoyment
once the "work day" is over?
McQuilkin: We're at the stage of life
when our free time Involves watching
our kids In their activities. Outside of
that I run, I play some golf, I read a lot.
from novels to history to spiritual clas-
sics to periodicals. There'snot much
better than sitting on my riding mower
for an hour a week. I am an AD. who
looks forward to hisweekly Forrest
Gump activity.
Flegel Hanging out at home. Playing
golf or fishing. Reading a good book
about something other than sports.
Bottom Left: Athletics Director Scott McQuilkin speaks
at the annual dessert reception for senior athletes.
Left: McQuilkin and Flegel stride in front of the
Whitworth Fieldhouse. They both have been associated
with Whitworth for over 20 years
Below: Flegel takes a ride with his son Caleb.
Kelsey Bumgarner worked in the Athletics Department through-
out her four years at Whitworth and served on the Natsihi staff
for four years, two of those as the Sports Editor. She conducted
this interview on April 30, 2009.

T
he high ceilings, picturesque
windows and iorger class-
rooms of the new ErnstFlied
Center for the Visuoi Arts
were a tangible manifesta-
tion of Whitworth's expansion this
year. Scott Koibo, ort professor,
put three yeors of work into the
building as the choir of the design
committee.
"it feels good to have the build-
ing finished. I feel really privileged
to be here, and I know the fel-
low professors of the orts feel the
some. It really means a lot to us;'
said Kolbo.
"Everything about the new
building isspecifically for ort. We
have much-needed equipment
now and better ventilation. It is
safer and not as dungeon-like
as the old ort building was;' said
Kolbo.
"For ort work to be created you
need space and naturai light-
the new building has north-facing
windows and hood vents and
room for storing the equipment:'
said Kolbo.
The building, called the Lied
Art Center for short, is named
after the ErnstFLied Foundation.
it displays different works of ort
throughout the facility, and fea-
tures two fioors and features six
studios.
The Lied Art Center opened
with a show of highlights from
Whitworth's permanent collection.
The building itself was a finished
work of orr. bursting with life from
the Whitworth students.
Left page: The main floor of the new Lied Art Center
leads into the Bryan Oliver Gallery, where works from
visiting artists are displayed.
Left: Junior Emily Vickers shows her glass project to
Christina Hixson, administrator of the Ernst F. Lied
Foundation, during a tour of the new building.
Below: Local artist Ruben M. Trejo's wrought iron sculp-
ture is on display in the stairwell. Trejo conducted an
artist's residency as part of the Loop Press in 2007.
Bottom: Students work in the painting studio during the
grand opening. All of the studios featured larger north-
facing windows to let the students see their work in
natural light.




When Englishprofessor Pom Parker cameup with the name "Camp FAB"it wassupposed to be more of a joke than anactual representation.
"I was trying to find a positive spin on our
move in order to encourage the faculty," Parker
said. "So I told them to think of it as 'camping
out' together:'
Facuity with offices located in the Westminster
building were asked to temporarily relocate to
the old Fine Arts Buiiding - "FAB"for short - while
Westminster was renovated. The renovation
started in August and was completed for Jan
Term2009,when the old fine arts building was
demolished to make way for the new biology
and chemistry building.
Professor of EnglishDoug Sugano echoed
Parker'sidea of 'camping out: "We are In ciose
proximity, so It's like a bonding experience-like
being in camp:' he said.
The central part of the building was mainly .
comprised of cubicles; therefore faculty could
literally communicate without moving from their
desks.
"We can have conversations without leaving
our office:' Sugano said.
The temporary move had a few added
bonuses.
"The administration has been generous with
coffee money for the HUB:'Parker said. "So, it's
not hard to talk the students into meeting in the
Mind and Hearth for a lotte Instead:'
Although faculty dominated the use of the
Camp FABspace, students who came in on a
regular basis noticed the building's deterioration,
but also found it to be unique
"The older buildings on campus have a certain
charm and comfort to them that I don't think I've
ever felt in the newer buildings:' said senior Danny
Atherton.
Atherton had adjusted to the building but had
a more difficult time with the atmosphere.
"Privacy iscertainly much more difficult to
come by as it's difficult to talk about sensitive
topics in a cubicle setting:' he said.
Students recognized the temporary
adjustment for faculty and although they had
sympathy, JuniorJosh Swayne said it would be
worth it.
"I think it's perfectly fine even though it's a bit
shameful that it was so problematic that the art
department needed a new building:' Swayne
said. "But at the same time, faculty in Camp FAB
will have a newly renovated building:'
Although faculty had made some big
adjustments, Westminster was in dire need of
renovation,
"I was ready to do whatever it took to improve
the building:' Parker said. "Westminster hadn't
been renovated since 1969 and it shows:'
Story by Erica Schrader
Opposite page: Artist Tom O'Day stands in the hole that was dug to
exhume his artwork, buried 20 years ago near the old
Fine Arts BUilding.
Right: Art instructor and gallery director Megan Stirling examines
O'Day's exhibit in the Bryan Oliver Gallery. O'Day created the
exhibit from his artworks that were buried and dug up.
Top left: Junior Giselle Stone looks at Heather Meyer's piece
during the junior art exhibition.
Bottom left: Junior Hanna Griffing flips through a photo album com-
piled by senior Anna Collins-Wakeman for her senior art exhibition.
I•
W
ith the completion ot the
new Lied Art Center, it
was time for the demoli-
tion of the Fine Arts Build-
ing famiiioriy known as
'TAB:' But not before iocal ortist Tom
O'Day could make the destruction
into art.
"Exhume: A Twenty Year lr-stcllo-
tion by Thomas O'Day, 1988-2008"
come to fruition on campus. On the
evening of October 2, in a funereal
procession, O'Day unearthed 30
works of art buried in 1988 to be
reworked into new art. Specializing
in the destroying and remodeling
of art. O'Day is also ga[lery direc-
tor and professor at Spokane Falls
Community Co[lege. The dlsplov of
reconstructed artwork took place in
January. Freshman Gracie Johnson
commented, "The unusual interac-
tion between audience and artists
was the most interesting aspect:'
A[ong with protessonol exhibits
were those of Whitworth's own
aspiring art majors. Twenty-one ju-
niors and seniors proudly displayed
their works in the new Bryon Oliver
Ga[lery. The controversial senior
exhibit entitled "Free Beer" was
renamed "Something Better Than
Free Beer" after the administra-
tion's refusal to provide tunding ln
support of the initial title.
Junior Jessica Butelo is one of
the many students who believed
the Lied Art Center sparked a new
interest in Whitworth's art depart-
ment. Students were more inciined
Story by Aubrey Hahn
to wonder through the new build-
ing, giVing artists greater expo-
sure.
The more professional environ-
ment gave students a taste of
the real worid of art. Many visitors
thought 0[1the work was in the
pieces but the actual exhibit con-
struction took painstaking effort.
As Junior art major Gisel[e Stone
experienced, "the most difficult
part was hanging all the vary-
ing pieces in precise order and
exact place on the well. There is
a lot more measuring and moth
involved that goes unnoticed:'
But the effort of the faculty and
students to program the first year
in the new tocllltv was noticed by
the Whitworth community.
New gallery space provides perfect canvas for art exhibits
Symphony Orchestra hits new musical heights on tour in California
Opposite page: Sophomore Ian Black plays his french horn during
a Concert Band rehearsal.
Left: Freshman Benjamin Rose plays the tuba in a rehearsal for
Whitworth's Concert Band.
Below: Watching the conductor, the Whitworth
orchestra plays beautifully during their performance in Yuba City.
Below: The Whitworth Orchestra takes a bow after their
performance in Yuba City. The orchestra traveled to Yuba City
as part of their California tour.
W
hitworth is blessed with a
wide array of instramen-
talensembles, includ-
ing the Concert Band,
the Jazz Ensemble, the
Wind Symphony and the Symphony
Orchestra. These talented ensembles
have experienced a full very year,
with traveling, performances and
recording.
The Symphony Orchestra had the
opportunity to perform in Northern
California and the San Francisco Bay
Area during Spring Break. A large
majority of the trip was driving, said
Taylor Belote, senior, but during the
week the group performed five
concerts, and even found time to
explore the nature, night life, music
scene, and shopping of California.
Yosemite National Park was among
the attractions the group visited.
Belote said Yosemite was "a fun
experience, because we all got to
see cool waterfalls and humongous
rocks that really made us realize
how small we are in this world and
how amazing God and his creations
o o 0 00 o
are:'
Another significant benefit of
the trip was the home stays. Each
member stayed four or five nights
with host families, who were either
members of the churches where
thev were performed or parents
of students at the high schools
where concerts were held. "These
people were always so welcom-
ing to us, and they provided us
with food, company, and fun
things to do when we were home
for the night' said Belote.

very year the theatre majors
at Whitworth get to roll up
their sieeves and show off
their talent with a senior per-
formance. They could work
alone or in groups and had endless
possibilities for ways they could
approach this requirement includ-
ing directing, writing or acting in a
show.
"I think it is a really cooi part of
our program and the students look
forward to it:' professor Brooke
Kiener said.
These performances take place
throughout the year, and the
students work on them from the
spring of their junior year when they
present their anticipated project in
the spring for approval. until they
perform, which could be up to a
year later
"I think I have post-senior proj-
ect depression:' senior Julie Kimball
said. "You get so invested in the
project, and now it's over:'
Her performance involved sev-
eral students and was a movement
piece called "Mouth Wooed Her:'
She came up with the concept
and performed her storytelling
through movement in the fall.
Senior Conor Wing directed,
acted in, and built the set for the
French play "The Chairs:' performed
in the spring. Even though it was a
hard show to put on, Wing said "I'm
pursuing what I love to do:'
Senior Lauren Bishop wrote, di-
rected and acted in a show called
opposite page: Performers come together in senior Julie
Kimball's movement project, "Mouth Wooed Her."
Top left: Seniors Conor Wing and Janelle Smith perform in
the French play, "The Chairs."
Bottom left: Junior Heather Kirnak, sophomore Stephanie
Wiley, junior Mollie McComb and sophomore Meghan
Wescombe pose during "Mouth Wooed Her." The cast,
consisting of women only, dressed in costumes represen-
tational of different animals.
Below: Seniors Lauren Bishop and Lexi Scamehorn per-
form as 19205 partygoers in their adaptation of Joseph
Moncure March's poem "The Wild Party."
"Mm .. What a Night" with three
other seniors and a cast of 19.She
said she liked the variety of all the
works her peers did, and learned
a lot about herself through this
project.
"I've gained a lot of patience
and I've discovered my strengths as
a leader and director:' Bishop said.
"But mostly a lot of patience:'
T~e senior performance was a
capstone of the student's work at
Whitworth, and helped to benefit
the Whitworth and Spokane com-
munities by introducing new and
interesting shows.
"The main thing they realize Is
that it's a iot more work than they
think it is:'Kiener said, "But It can
also be a great launching pad:'
Counterclockwise from left: Freshman Jessica Knuth plays the
role of Sally in An Evening with the Peanuts Gang, directed by
seniors Lexie Scamehorn and Lauren Bishop.
Cool Whip members perform an improvised song during a
show in Stage II.
Seniors Nathaniel Orwiler and Jessie Alexander get into
character as an elderly newlywed couple. The two performed
in Audience, directed by junior Rachel Ewing.
Opposite page: Senior JJ Ekin faces off against sophomore
Ryan Gerhard in a game of "What Are You Doing?" Sopho-
more art major Madeline West designed and screenprinted the
teams' shirts this year.
I-------------~---
T
he lights dimmed, the audi-
ence's chatter iulled to a si-
lence. the curtains opened,
and the show began. From
the viewer's perspective,
the show seemed to be com-
pletely under control. Backstage,
the chaos and commotion was
just beginning.
Students spent weeks pre-
paring tor Whitworth's theatre
productions off mainstage this
year - sometimes even before fall
semester started.
"(We) spent numerous hours
over the course of the summer
gathering comic strips that struck
us:' soid senior Lauren Bishop.
"Then about a week before
classes started, we put them into
a script which took us two eight-
hour days:'
Thisyear's Frosh on Stage, co-
directed by Bishop and senior Lexi
Scamehom, was a compilation of
their favorite Peanuts comic strips
titled "An Evening with the
Peanuts Gang:'
Bishop and Scamehom were
aiso part of the directing class fall
semester, and were required to
direct a one act performance for
their semester final.
The Festival of One Acts
spanned three nights, and gave
everyone in the directing class
a firsthand shot at directing
their own performance from the
ground up. Students chose their
own plays, ran the auditions and
Story by Matt Luttrell
rehearsals, and were responsible
for making sure that all technical
aspects such as lights and sound
were taken care of.
"I loved being on the other side.
It gives me a new appreciation as
an ector" junior Jess Liles said.
Improv troupe Cool Whip, led
by senior JJ Ekin, made some
changes to their repertoire this
year. The team brought long-
form improv to Stage II,and even
began singing and acting in fully
improvised musicals.
"Performing is a rush; it's exhila-
rating to hear the audience rip-
pling with laughte(,' Langeloh said.
"However, practicing technique
and improving team dynamics re-
ally allows a troupe to thrive:'
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y.eswedld,. __ ~ yes Jan Term trips take students as far as Tanzania
~ -- -- and as close as D.C. during this historic month
Millions of people of every race, age,gender and religion rallied fogefherto watch the momentous event inAmerica's history that was Borack
Obamas inauguration Among those gathered
were Whitworth students on the Media Impact
Tourand the Prejudice Across America study
program, which went to Atlanta and Chicago
as well as Washington DC. and New York City.
Sophomore Hannah White was in awe of the
throng of people who came to support Obama
as he took his oath of office. "The crowds that
assembled that day generated this amazing
energy. Everyone was excited not only on
a political level. It was more than that. The
atmosphere was overwhelming to me;' White
said. "You could feel the sense of hope and
change for the future throughout that place as
Americans looked back and appreciated the
past as well as hoped for our future:'
"Thiswas truly an historic moment in the
history of the U.S.,and in world historv'
said Dean of the Chapel Terry McGonigal,
coordinator of the Prejudice Across America
Jan Term trip "There were people who had
come from all over the globe to be witnesses
to this historic moment. I am thrilled to say I
was there. It represents one of the highlights
of my life, especially in the confext of the
Prejudice Across America study program:'
As thousands of people traveled from around
the world to witness the inauguration of our
new president. many Whitworth students had
the chance to explore the world around them
by immersing themselves In cultures allover the
globe. Transcending cultural boundaries, junior
James Lagucik explored Italy and Germany by
traveling on the Power and Politics of Art trip By
studying the significance of European art and
architectural masterpieces, Lagucik and his peers
learned more on how art has greatly impacted
the development and history of Western
Civilization while in the classroom, as well as by
the sights and sounds of these countries.
"My favorite part of this trip was getting
to experience Europe from both a formal,
academic perspective and an informal
perspective. The lectures were very informative
.and after class we were allowed to go and
explore the culture on our own, given a list of
suggested places to go. I think this was a great
way to experience Europe;' said Lugucik.
The service trip to Tanzania was also a
very populor study program during Jan Term.
By serving Tanzanian communities, students
were able to learn about different cultures
by volunteering in orphanages, schools,
and experiencing home stays. According to
senior Emily Baylis, it was a very overwhelming
experience.
"It was so humbling not to have access to
water or electricity, and I was amazed at how
much I loved such a simplified lifestyle. I loved
the community and how welcoming they were
to me. I love being in different cultures and
learning different languages and there is so
much need;' said Baylis.
Whether at home or abroad this Jan term,
students gained unique experiences and learned
that diversity can breed unity.
• •
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Left page, far left: The forum in Rome
served as one of the many teaching loca-
tions for those on the Power and Politics of
Art study program.
Left Page, middle: Kyle Ritter, Jon Fox,
and Joseph Carlson stand in the Taculus,
a famous arts community in East Berlin.
The three students were on the Germany
Reformation Tour.
Left Page, far fight: The Power and Politics
of Art program visited Italy and Berlin. This
Cathedral in Italy was a learning desination
during their time there.
Right: Standing on the balcony of the Statue
of Liberty, senior Obe Duarless smiles in
front of the New York City skyline. New
York City was the first of four cities visited
by the Prejudice Across America group.
Bottom Left: Junior Justine King stands with
a cut out of President Barack Obarna. King
was one of many Whitworth students on
the National Mall in D.C. for the inaugara-
tion.
Below: Juniors Molly Moore and Emily Bay-
lis play with children in Tanzania. Students
on the Tanazania study program spent Janu-
ary in service to the people there.
Bottom Right: Juniors Nicole Howell, Shelly
Rush and Jessica Butelo pose for a picture
overlooking the ancient ruins of Pompei
during the Power and Politics of Art study
program.
Right: York Minster Cathedral is
silhoutted against the sky at sunset.
Students visited the Cathedral, which had
the largest expanse of medieval
stained glass in the world, during the
Christianity in Britain portion of the trip.
Below: A train pulls away from the station
in the London Underground.
Bottom left: A local guides students through
the city of Belfast. Students learned about
the division between the English and Irish
people that continues to this day.
Bottom right: Senior Kelty McCrillis studies
atop Arthur's Seat in Edinburgh, Scotland.
Students visited the city for the
Christianity in Britain and the Arts and
Culture portions of the trip because of its
historical significance.
Opposite page, from left to right: Hadrian's
Wall, built in 122 AD, signifies the divide
between England and Scotland.
Sophomore Shaun Juncal sits on the cliffs of
lnis M6r Island. Students visited
Castle Dun Aengus on the island.
Sunlight floods the dome of St. Paul's
Cathedral, located in London.
Photos by Thomas Robinson
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Students on the Britain
& Ireland Study Program bring
textbook education to life
during a semester abroad
ostels and churches and plays! Oh, My'
In the fall, a group of 25 students, led
alternately by professors Keith Beebe,
Rick Hornor,Tammy Reid, and Patrick
Van Inwegen, took England, Scotland,
and Ireland by storm, leaving no rock unturned
(if they could help it). During what amounted
to four Jan Term classes following one after
another. these 25 students gathered their
courage and set out to leorn about Christian
history,arts and culture, and politics and
I!terature. with the BritishIslesas the ciassroom
where their learning took place.
For many of the students, the broad range
of topics and experiences produced an
opportunity unlike any other. For junior Samantha
Keenan, the number of places the students
visited really broadened her perspective. "We
got to see a wide blend of the people that
make up the BritishIsles:'Keenan sold. Senior
Zach Mullen agreed. "I wanted to experience
a part of the world that would so Inspire me
with its history that I would indeed 'broaden my
worldvieW;" Mullen said.
During the last portion of the tour, the students
learned about politics and government. Many
of the students. Mullen included. were drawn
particularly to the time they spent in Northern
Ireland learning about the situation there. "The
most important aspect of the tour was going
to Northern Ireland, Belfast in particular, and
learning about the history of the 'troubles' and
walking around the divided citY,' sold Mullen. "Not
only did we get to meet with political leaders:'
Keenan said "But we also got to meet with loco!
Presbyterian leaders and see both sides:'
Junior Lindsay Perry found some of the literary
activities very meaningful. "To stand in the parish
church of Shakespeare and see hisbirth date
In the church register and take communion
kneeling on hisgrave. or to recite Chaucer on
the banks of the Thames is why I chose fo go on
this tour: Perry sold. Besidesreading Shakespeare
and reciting Chaucer, the students read a broad
range of materials. from "The Chronicles of
Nornlo.' to the Christian writings of John Wesley,
and "A Thousand Years of IrishHeroes.'
For senior Angela Forney, this trip opened
her eyes to the benefits of experiencing other
cultures. "! think the trip has made me more
aware that the world is not just Whitworth,
Washington or the United States. I want to be
more involved in what isgoing on elsewhere:'
Forney said.
Thistrip affected the students deeply, and
many were excited to take classroom learning to
a new level. "Thistrip was a fantastic opportunity
to actually see where the people, places and
events I have studied lived and happened:'
Keenan said. Whether a political science, theatre
or Englishmajor, the students on the trip had that
opportunity-and they took it.
Story by Mary Rump
Whitworth me.dia students mixedthings up this year as two at thethree on-campus media aut-lets, KWRSPirote Radio and the
Whitworthian, underwent major changes.
In February, The Whitworthian redesigned
its web site and aiso piaced emphasis on
updating the site with new content daiiy.
"I'm giad that it's done;' online editor Jas-
mine Linabary said "We've been working on
it since iast summer:' Although the redesign
of the site took some
time, Linabary believed
it was worth the wait
"It gives us the abil-
ity to move content in
more effective ways
as weil as multime-
dia and photo gailer-
ies and other story-
teliing ideas;' she said.
Linabary said the new
website received a lot
of positive feedback
and allowed readers to
leave more comments,
KWRS lost its signal
to KPBX last faii and
Pirate Radio moved
exclusively oniine. Aithough the adjust-
ment was a disappointment to many lis-
teners, Bareither said theyd worked it out
'''Down but not out' has become our new
motto at the station and we plan on mak-
Ing the best out of this change;' senior Bud
Bareither, KWRS general manager, said.
"it's got a pretty unique niche and a pretty
soiid core of iisteners and it's ali run by stu-
dents;' Bareither said. Bareither was a DJ for
the station his first two years and picked up
the general manager position hisjunior year.
"Since early chiidhood, people iikeGarrison
Keilior and Orson Weiles have inspired and
brought me into the medium of radio;' he said.
Though Whitworth as a whole under-
went many changes this year, the me-
dia students had the benefit of combin-
ing their ciassroom knowiedge with the
real-life skill sets they iearned from work-
ing in each of the three media outlets.
"Being an editor is a good experi-
ence because you get more hands-
on experience that you don't get in
the classroom;' senior Julie Wootton,
news editor for The Whitworthlan, said.
Aithough the yearbook is produced once
a year. it stiii remained an important aspect
of Whitworth media




because it's a year-
iong project that we
get to show off at the
end of the year,' fresh-
man Keisey Bacon
said. "It's important
for us to capture the
memories because
a lot of times peopie
don't keep journals
or take pictures, so
it's nice to have the
book to look back on:'
Whitworth media allowed students to gain
experience in broadcasting, story writing, in-
terviewing skills and networking with others
who share similar interests. Many porttclpcnts
planned on using these skillsand said they
were necessary for their future career. "1could
see myself making decisions and using these
skills for any design job I get' Bacon said.
Senior Tim Takechl, an opinions colum-
nist for the Whitworthian, appreciated
that students came from all backgrounds
and interests and said it helped to cre-
ate and represent different perspec-
tives that allowed for a "grassroots" feel
"We're not a bunch of profession-
als, we're just students trying to pro-
duce a newspaper:' Takechi said.
mixed
media
Story by Erica Schrader

Dancers at Whitworth express faith through movement
--......".---...,
Opposite page: Senior Saran Lravrcs uomg wnat she
loves. Davies graduated from Whitworth with a minor
in dance.
Left: .Jubilation members, directed by Judy Mandev-
ille, perform sacred dance as an act of worship.
Below: Keiley Munnich Focuseson staying balanced.
Bottom: Practicing their art of worship, Jubilation
members spend long hours in preparation for their
.
Senior student Sarah Da-vies: dance minor, Jubila-tion participant, and Bail-room Dance Club memberBut what didali this entail?
Dance ciass or events 3-5 days ev-
ery week and a balance between
academics and the fine arts. The
Whitworth program required 19
credits with ciasses ranging from
Performance Theory and Practice
fo Bailet, worth one to three cred-
its. It is a "weil-rounded program"
with a "broad spectrum of act-
ing and different dance styles" re-
ported Davies. Requiring a range
af dance styies forced them to
learn new skilis, something Da-
vies said "makes dance your own:'
The biggest drawbacks for
Davies were that dance was not
a major and that she couid not
take ail of the ciasses. "Dancing
is cathartic, it gives you energy,
expression, movement. it is a part
of you:' With that passion, It was
no wonder Davies joined every
dance program available to her.
Bailroom Dance Club, a
well-known fixture on campus,
allowed more experienced
students a venue in which to
showcase their talents and
take the teacher role for new-
comers. Ballroom Dance Ciub
President, Samantha Davis, says
they have Nfered a variety of
dancing opportunities this year,
and everyone who comes has
a great time. There are so many
• • •
friendships made on the dance
floor. Whitworth students Justlove
to come together and dance their
hearts out:'
But how did Whitworth's mission
of faith fit with dance? Classes
such as Sacred Movement, Sarah
Davies' favorite minor class, and
Jubilation addressed faith. Jubila-
tion wqs an extracurricular op-
patunity to explore faith through
movement. Thisyear it was decid-
ed to have only one performance
to keep the focus on worship
instead of production. Classes of-
fered weekly ranged from Hip Hop,
Davies' personal favorite, to tap.
The April Jubilation proformance
provided a thorough focus on wor-
ship and the joy of dancing
The club environment at Whitworth
was ever-evolving. There were nearly 50
clubs this year alone, with more always
changing and being created. Students
were encouraged to create a new club
where there was a need. Thisyear, Whit-
worth welcomed four
new clubs: Field of Dia-
monds, Free Brownie
Friday, Stop32, and
Paper and Dice club.
The Paper and Dice
Club, a club focusing
on the cult-classic phe-
nomenon Dungeons &
Dragons, added variety









a club that will remain
far past his graduation To cope with the
large turnout, the club spilt Into sub-groups
led by club members and then played
for upwards of three hours per week.
One of the most active campus clubs
was the Art Guild. Largely populated by
art majors, It was under new leadership
this year and strived to recreate Its Image.
•ain
t~e
Co-presidents Jessica Butelo and John Kuhn,
both Juniorart and psychology majors, were
not members of the Art Guild before becom-
Ing presidents, but they saw it as a bless-
Ing to come in "without any preconceived
notions about the club:' said Kuhn. Mak-
Ing a new name





if their role is sim-













a mind to dispel the common misconcep-
tion of Spokane being "boring:' Kuhn and
Butelo established First Friday Art Walk field
trips to explore local galleries and events.
Theclub life at Whitworth was a unique envi-
ronment that continually reconstructed itself
to gain more student participation and inter-





Itwas common to find newspopers filledwith titles like 'Current Economic CrisisWorse Than Great Depression' or 'TheEconomy: Why It's Worse Than You Think'In reference to the economic situation of
the U.S.in 2008-2009. The economic crisiseven
squeezed through the pinecone curtain and
onto the Whitworth campus, culminating in a
dean's dialogue iecture. Thispanel discussion
on March 31. led by Michael LeRoy,featured
Whitworth economics professor Richard Schatz
and business professor Walter Hutchens, wllo
gave their views on the effects of the economic
crisis.
The lecture started with opening remarks from
each professor. Hutchens went first. setting the
serious tone of the situation. "Thisis so important
that the business school has to attend to it:'
Hutchens said. He brought the crisis close to
home in speaking about the Job market and the
difficulty that many Whitworth students were
hovlno in finding jobs
Then it was Schatz's turn. He started off by
comparing this "Great Recession of 2008 and
2009" to the Great Depression that his parents
suffered through. That period of time in history
greatly changed peoples' lives and shaped
the U.S.financial system. "What I'm reaily
desperately hoping as we sit here in the spring
of 2009, and I look out at you college students
here, is that your lives will not be patterned after
the lives of my mom and dad; that what we're
in now, the great recession, will not devolve into
the great depression:' said Schatz.
As the two professors divulged their thoughts
on the causes and solutions of the economic
crisis,students from all different majors listened
and learned about how it was going to affect
them. "I understand now the difficulty that this
year's seniors wili have in finding a job after
school. It makes me appreciate the fact that
I still have two more years before I graduate,"
sophomore Aaron Newby said. All students
felt waves of the crisis in regards to the annual
tuition increase. In the letter sent out to students
by the university, a 4.69% increase in cost of
tuition for the 2009-2010 year was explained
to be a result. in part, of the "turbulence in the
economy'
The dialogue ended with predictions from
each professor, followed by student questions.
Hutchens, although a little worried for the USin
the next few years, in the long range was very
hopeful. Schatz was also optimistic, even more
so than Hutchens in the short run. "In a year and
a half, we will be back using our plastic just like












honored with first annual
film festival during his
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Former associate professor of English
Nadine Chapman died Juiy 27 after a four-
year struggle with ovarian cancer.
For 12 years, Chapman was part of Whit-
worth - whether seen wearing her crisp linen
dresses in the summer, or walking down the
Heilo Walk in her down coat with the fur-
trimmed hood during winter.
"1 loved to see her in her big heavy winter
coat - I calied her 'Nanook of the North:"




a close colleague of
Chapman's.
Chapman had a
good sense of humor,
loved to laugh, and had
an infectious and magi-
cai smile, Sem-Rodrgues
said.
During her time at
Whitworth, Chapman





professor and pubiished writer, Chapman
worked as a psychiatric nurse at the Alaska
Psychiatric Institute in Anchorage, Alaska,
where she grew up.
Despite being a former nurse, writer, pro-
fessor and scholar, friends of Chapman said
some of the simpiest things eiuded her.
"She was a psychiatric nurse and she has
ail this great knowledge and ability, but she
couldn't make the copy machine to work
or shed get lost driving:' Sem-Rodrigues said
with a laugh.
Lamon, who knew Chapman since her
first day at Whitworth said, "Nadine, in many
respects, is fhe most impracticai person I've
met She lived in the worid of ideas:'
Chapman was the kind of person who
was right behind her students and col-
leagues - ready to catch them rf they feli
- and in such a ioving and gracefui way,
Sem-Rodrigues said.
"She really saw the best in peopie and
could see the possibiiity of who they could
become - even if they couldn't:' she said.
But many of Chapman's friends and col-
ieagues said Chapman's private nature was
more of a humble nature, never bragging
about her achievements. Chapman com-
pieted her Ph.D.in 2007 while on chemother-
apy and visited coileagues' classes during
the spring semester.
After earning her doctorate's degree, the
Englishdepartment wanted to celebrate,
but Chapman didn't want any noise to be
made about it, Vic Bobb said. "She was ex-
tremely humble:' he said.
Chapman also had several published
works inclUding poetry, short stories and
nonfiction.
It's hard and competitive to publish a
poem or story, Lamon said. Nadine's pub-
iished works speak for how she was regard-
ed highly among writers and editors.
Since Chapman's death, many positive
things had been said about her from col-
leagues and students. but the things said
about Chapman are nothing new for Bobb.
Peopie have heard a lot of nice things
since she has passed away, but you wouid
have heard the exact same thing years ago,
he said.
The absence of Chapman has been
deepiy felt on Whitworth campus and by
the Engiishdepartment Lamon said.
"1 can stiil see her walking in here with her
stacks of papers, her beautiful colors, and
her beautiful smile:' Lamon said.
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Gillian Goodrich Lauren Grimes Tyler Hamilton Trevor Hansen
Andrew Goodwin Adrian Grissom Adam Hancock Anna Harbine
Joel Grette Marcus Hagerott Justin Hancock Lisa Hayek




























































































































Ross Nakamura Erik Nilson Lacey Offutt Heidi Olson Joshua Pereyda
Ashley Neff Kristin Nilsson Andrew Ogden Kelsey Orr Heather Perrier
James Nelson Kevin O'Callahan Ann Ogdon Nathaniel Orwiler Matthew Perry























































































Andrea Ansari Ashley Antunes






Q: What Isyour favorite memory of some-
thing that happened InArend?
Perhaps my fondest memory in Arend this year was the
annual Christmas party, held by the dorm leadership,
We sat cross-legged on the floor like little kids as Dick
Mandeville read Christmas stories, paraded around the
dorm in our "ugly Christmas sweaters" hoping to win this
year's contest, sang Christmas carols, enjoyed cookies
and cider, and even had a chance to sit on Santa's lap. It
was a blessing to be so far away from home and still have
a "famiiy" here in Arend to celebrate with during the
holiday season.
Q: What Isthe most Interesting or unique
thing about your dorm?
The unique aspect to Arend Hall is that once you live
here, you'll never want to leave. As a community, we
span from freshman to senior l and come from Texas,
Minnesota, Oregon and everywhere in-between. It's.
unlike any experience i've ever had before. "Josh RD" has









Pierre Biscaye Sara Bishop Bethann Bissell Alex Bistrevsky Ashley Bivin
Justin Blackwood Alex Blade Erick Blake Tyler Blake Tyler Bland
Ian Black
David Blue
Emily BondAlexandra BolducEmmanuel BofaAmanda BluntKimberly Bluff
Erica BosmanTracy BookhoutAshley BonnellZach BondMark BondJessica Bond






















Carolina Broemeltng Meghan Brombach
Jesse Brouwer Lucas Brouwer
Kyle Brooksher
Garrett Brown




Q: What Isyour favorite memory of
something that happened In Arend? •
One night last year, before it started to get cold,
a bunch of us ran around campus doing a bunch
of random things. We roiled down the hill behind
Graves. We launched Josh Boyden into a shrub.
We climbed the tree in front of Mac. It was a great
bonding experience.
Q: What Isthe most Interesting or
unique thing about your dorm?
We have a realiy great sense of community. i
know that's reaily cliche, especiaily at Whitworth,
but it's true. We have a fairly good mix of upper
and lower classmen and guys and girls. Plus, it's
a fairly smail dorm and it's in a central location.
There are a lot of great Arend Beiles and Carlson
Men this year, and I hope that tradition continues
in Arend because of us.
Matthew Brown
Felix Buatsi









Ryan BushyCameron Bushey Lauren Bushnell
Q: What Isyour favorite memory of some-
thing that happened Off Campus?
To keep costs down, we left the heat in our house off ali
winter, despite the record snow and ice. An average of 50S5
degrees was attained. Got colder. We almost lost Eric Nelson.
Q: What Isthe most unique thing about liv-
Ing Off Campus?
The freedom to do whatever you like, and the financiai situa-
tion to keep you from doing all of it.
Jessica ButeloAlex BustamanteRachel Busick
Cameron CalbeckTorance ByeKristen ButeJo
Jordan Call Alex CalvertKimberly CalkinsMonica Calderon Chris CaldwellBrisa Calderon
Katie CarlsonShannon Carlon Amanda CarlsonLaura CardleMind! CampbellEmily Campbell












Julie Caruso Allison Carver Dustin CaseriaChelsea Casebolt
Bailey Cavender Melissa Challender Robert Chalmers Katherine Chamblin
Brittney Chapman David Chase Christina Chea Lydia Chenoweth
Ariella Chi Danielle Chiavetta





Peter Cleary Erick Cleveland Zachariah Claw Reed Coast
Kelsie Cole
Sarah Corn!
Matthew Coleman Connie Collins Christopher Colvin
Kimberly Connors
Joshua Colwell Nicholas Combo
Miranda Cosand
Zachary ContrerasGuy Conger Marissa Connolly
Catherine Cook Erin Cooley Edmundo Corrales Benjamin Corrin
Kayla Conover
Alexander Couette
Michael Cozad Chelsea Cozean
MichaelCraviotto
John Crescenzi Chelsea Crider
EricCrowell Rachel Crowell
Chaz Curtis Rachel Cutler
Adam Cronin
Q: What Isyour favorite memory of some-
thing that happened In Baldwlndenklns?:
The beginning of the year starting from traditiation and
getting to know people.
Q: What do you like most about Baldwln-
Jenkins?
I like that you can always find someone to do something
with, anytime-there will never be a time when there is
not someone awake here. And i like that you can walk
around and feei comfortable enough just talking to anyone.
Q:What Isthe most Interesting or unique
thing about Baldwlndenklns.
I'm glad I got the chance to live here because you oniy get




HayleyDannettelJ Jenny Danvers Ryan Darbonne
Raeanne Cumbie Corson Cunningham Mark Curran
Steven Cutter Blair Daly Shamerica Daniels
Katrina Daroff Chelsea Dasso Coiten Davenport
"Ihate when everyone is gone
for break because I love having
someone to
talk to:


















Rebecca Dodge Joel Doehle
Q: What Isyour favorite memory of
something that happened In Baldwln-
Jenkins?:
I really lIked tradltiation but I also love hall dates, and
Halloween was really fun. I really enjoyed it. I don't
realiy have a specific memory but a lot of things lIke
making forts and the love nests. Story time with KarIn-
Erick and Trevor were royal prince ponies. And I love
dance parties!
Q: What do you like most about your
dorm?
I love the communIty. I am sure that Is what everyone
says but it Is true. Everyone is really tight and there Is al·
ways something going on. I hate when everyone is gone
for break because I iove having someone to talk to.
Stephanie Devries Emily Dickson Kristen Didesch
Kenneth Dill
Phillip Doehle
Riley Dinntson Ryan Dix

















































Tobin Eyestone Stephen Eyman
Dillon Fable Victor Facundo
Annette Farrell Justin Farris






Taylor Faranda Candace Farley
Morgan Feddes Dustin Ferguson


















Trenton Fluetsch Sarah Flynn
Brenda Foster Sean Fountain









Eric Fullerton Kendall Gadd
Marco Garcia Stephen Garka
Q: What is your favorite memory of
something that happened in McMillan?
My experience in Mac in general has been awesome and
I will always remember all the great experiences [ have
been a part of. However, one in particular stands out.
I wili never forget putting on a music video prime time
with Colin Skinner during the dead of winter. With
the winter wonderland as our backdrop, we used Brian
McKnight's song Back at One and members of the
community acted out the lyrics..WOW! Outrageous and
comedy!
Q: What is the most Interesting or unique
thing about your dorm?
Mac is great because it is the oniy fraternity on campus;







Benjamin George Steve George




Sarah Gill Awbrey Gilliam Ben Gilsdorf
Michelle Garrett Kacie Gartland
Elizabeth Gavette John Cebbers
Nicole Geiger Nathan Gelinas
Ryan Gerhard Aryn Gessel
Kayla Gilbert Dane Gilbertson





















Andrew Goodwin Callie Gordon
"EricVogler and








Jordana Grant Ryan Graves
Amy Gray Shannon Green
Boaz Gregg Holly Gregg
Samuel Gregory Rebecca Greiner








Cullen Grow David Grube
Paula Gutierrez-Neal Stephanie Habner
Jessica Hall Ryan Hallett Lindee Halley
Q: What Is your favorite memory of
something that happened In Warren?
A: When Eric Vogler and Cameron Alexander pranked
Kaori Parker and stole her bear, Lars, and posted "lost bear"
allover the dorm. It was incredible!
Q: What Isthe most Interesting or unique
thing about your dorm?
A: Bill Thurston for sure. He makes all our Primetimes
and events super awesome and automatically puts a
smile on your face.






















Lisa Hayek Madelyn Hayes
Whitney Hedgpeth Jason Heide
Brittany Hampton Andrew Hamstra
Aaron Hanson Collette Hanson
Michael Harri Craig Harris
Jessica Hart
Justine Hays Madalyn Heath
Devon Haugan John Hawkins
Danlka Heatherly Kara Heatherly
Amber Heider Matthew Helder Brandon Hemming Claire Hemming
Jesse Henderson Stephanie Hendricks Bethany Hergert Rebecca Herington
Jacklyn Herzog Craig Hickman William Higgins Kaitlin Hildebrand
Emma Hemas Daniel Herve
Elisabeth Hill Hannah Hill



























Q: What Isyour favorite memory of something
that happened In Warren?:
One of the best times I've had in Warren was towards the end of
Spring semester last year when my friends and I had a random water
fight inside and outside of Warren. Our RD, Tyler Pau, was even in
on it! I was oft-campus with my friend Danny, when we got a cali
asking for our return to Warren. i knew something was going on and
so we decided to buy water guns, filied them up, and when we came
back on campus they were waiting for us! We surprised them and
had about a three-hour-long water fight with buckets, pots, pans, and
anything we could use to put water in! It was freakin' amazing. We
even created 'safe zones; teams were formed, traitors were created,














Daniellmoesiri Phillip lnouye Anna Irwin Jessica Iachetta David Jackson Kelsey Jacobson
Mason Jahnke Elizabeth James Jacob Jansen Stephen jansons William jarrell lercd Ja~is
Jesse lavana
Caroline Johansen
















Sara Johnson William Johnson Yolande Johnson
Alison Johnston Benjamin Jones
Justin Jones Kaitlin Jones
KyleJordan
Rachel Kalebaugh Kelsie Kaluza











Shin Kang Caleb Kaplowitz Gregory Karpovics
Jordon Keller Marylee Keller
James Kemp Joanna Kendaii Ryan Kennedy
Braxton Kellogg
Daniel Kaufman Brittany Keeton
Rachel Kelly Nicholas Kemner
Patrick Kenney Heather Kennison De Andra Kenoly
Andrew Keyser
Yasmeen Kheshgi Kirsten Khoe







Q: What do you like most about Warren?
The sense of community and the diversity of (he people.
And just people in general.
Q: Favorite story or quote about Warren
or Warren people?
When we did a secret mission where we would go out and
find this place and just relax and talk with my friends and
smoke cigars and what not. Not just with my hall mates
but people from different halls and part of different corn-
munities. That is why Warren is so great because we can
build friendships with all sorts of different people.
Sara Klepinger





Alexandra Klump Elsa Klump Benjamin Klundt
Dillon Knighton Katelin Knox Jessica Knuth Marissa Koon
Q: What Isyour favorite memory of
something that happened living Off
Campus?
We had this broken toiiet in our garage all summer, from
when the one in the basement bathroom got replaced.
So instead of throwing it out we painted a face on it and
glued on hair so it had a mustache and a mullet, and
we named it Martin. Then we took it to B] and left it
in the Baldwin bathroom during traditiation. Also, our
Valentine's Day Rejects party was epic. We wrote bitter
messages on heart-shaped comfort food and told stories
about why love sucks.
Q: What Isthe most Interesting or unique
thing about your house?
We have a bunch of ceramic cats on our lawn, picked up
at various thrift shops. Also we have two lava lamps in














Lauren La Brie James Lagucfk
Kasey Lambert Rebeka Lampe
Rebecca Langeloh Tim Langeloh
Bridger Landle Julie Landry Abby Langbehn





Kynda Laufmann Dylan Laug

















Chung-On Leung Daniel Lewis Elizabeth Lewis














Robyn Louis Jasmine Loupe
Kirsten Love Julianne LucksPatrick Lowe
Joshua Lum Jarvis Lunate Adriane Lunday
Q: What Isyour favorite memory of
something that happened In Stewart?
My favorite memories of Stewart would have to be any
time my roommate cooks dinner. Tons of people will
come through the door and hope to have some, and we
usually gather a crowd downstairs and turn the lounge
into a community center where we all just sit around
and talk.
Q: What Isthe most Interesting or unique
thing about your dorm?
Nothing sticks to our walls because they are made out
of cement blocks.
Kelly Lunde Jamie LutzMatthew Luttrell
Amy Lynde KellyMacdonald KellyMackay Kylee Maclean





Stephen Malone Jessica Mangis Ashley Mannan Kenneth Manus Kurt Marcum James Mares















Irvin Martin Nicholas Martin Stacey Martin
















Tamara McGough Emily McGrady-Beach
Shana McKeever Katherine McKenna

















Ann Merriman Jenny Merryfield Heather Meyer
Melissa Meyer
Rebecca Meyer
Melody Meyer Nathan Meyer
Wesley Meyers
Rachel Miedema Kindle Miles
Jordan Michelson
Q: What Isyour favorite memory of some-
thing that happened In Stewart?:
By far my favorite time in Stewart has been Wednesday
night cookies with our residents.
Q: What Isthe most Interesting or unique
thing about your dorm?:
I am amazed at how much the cinder block walls really
do hate blue tape.
Thomas Mill Jon Millard Alyssa Mlller
Trent Millin Amelia Mills KaylaMiranda Kaitlyn Miska Dana Misterek
joy Miller
Laura Mitchell
Rachel Mitchell James Mitsuyasu Justin Monahan BillyMonroe Katie Montecuollo Lisa Montoya
Aileen Moore Ashley Moore Atalie Moore Molly Moore









Daniel Neal Laura Neal
Jonathan Nagle
Paul Neff
Sarah Mowry Jane Muir Wade Muncey
Jordan Murphy Katie Murphy LisaMurphy
Michael Nahl Shea Nakasone














Stephanie Niccum Leanna Nicodemus Dana Nielsen Kristin Nielsen Travis Nlles Sarah Ntzolek
Marcus Nobles Joel Noland Kartsa Nord Shawna Nordman Taylor Norelius Teresa Norlin
Derek Nuzum Peter O'Bannan Emily O'Dean Nicholas O'Kelly Lindsey Oakes Michael Oaks
Kellen Oetgen











Q: What Isyour favorite memory of some-
thing that happened In your dorm?
Earlier this year, I was cooking in the second fioor kitchen
(rice to be exact), and [ [eft for five minutes. I had closed
the kitchen door, but when I had come back, the entire
kitchen was so smokey that you couldn't even see inside.
[ slipped inside and closed the door again so the smoke
wouldn't get out. I turned off the stove, then [ went out,
cracked the door a tiny bit, went to the lounge window
and opened it. [tried fanning the smoke out, but when
I did, the smoke detector went off! The whole fire alarm
system went off. I didn't want people to know it was
me so I took off!When everyone was outside the dorm,
everyone was saying, IIWhoburns rice?!" I was so embar-
rassed but by the end of the nIght everyone knew it
was me.
Brianna Orozco Natalie Orrell Fatima Ortega
Lauren Otheim Haley Owens
Elise Page KelseyPagh Scott Paine
Jasmine Pacheco
e~;..J....•.·.··'t. . ~-II,.'i~......I~.
Kellen Pacheco Christina Packwood
Ialee Palmer Nitchanarn Panyakom Frank Park
Q: What Isyour favorite memory of some-
thing that happened in Baldwin-Jenkins?
All of traditiation weekend but specifically when all the
giris came up from the Back Forty covered in shaving
cream and were singing and harmonizing to the song
"Lean on Me:' Second was the Christmas party, especially
playing musical knees. Third was staying on campus over
jan Term break and playing sardines for hours on end and
crazy ninja for primetime. Playing crazy with Tyler Hamil-
ton and jordan Michelson was the most classic thing ever.
I would lose just because I would be laughing so hard that I
couldn't speak. I collapsed on the ground twice, barely able
to breathe, let alone shout out a ninja move.
Q: What do you like most about your
dorm?
My favorite thing about B-j (besides my roommate, Kara
Heatherly, of course, whom I love so much) is that I'm still
meeting new people. At first I would make new friends in
the bathroom from across the hall, and I am still branching
out from Baldwin West to jenkins. 1 just love everything
about B·].
Jeff Park James Parker
Zachary Parker Alyssa Parkinson
Peter Pascaoc Denise Pascal
Carnsa Pawell Dustin PayneEric Patterson Callie Paul Faroule Paul
Joy Pendell Thomas PendellMichael Peck Amanda Peiffer Noah Peller




Katherine Petitt Michael Peyron
Scott Pfursfch Stephanie Phelps
Ashley Phillips Chelsy Pierce
Jacob Pierce




















Edward Prugh Sean Pullin Stephen Purdue Elizabeth Quackenbush








Janina Ratliff Melodie Ratliff
Tyler Rauh Laura Reardon
Q: What Isyour favorite memory of some-
thing that happened Off Campus?
For Halloween, my housemates and I decided to carve pump-
kins. By the time we got around to doing it, every store was
out of pumpkins. So naturally, we carved squash. They were
the best squash-a-lanterns ever!
Q: What Isthe most unique thing about liv-
Ing Off Campus?
My house is great because of our bright red front door, and
tilting and cracked cement stairs. Oh, and the huge pine tree
in our front yard that covers the ground in a good foot of
huge, long pine needles every fall.
Kaitlyn Rebbe Bnanne Reed
Ryan Reitmeier Heidi Renstrom Daniel Repsold
Jordan Rheingans Brittany Rhoads Caitlin Richardson
Nathan Reed Daniel Reeves Bryan Reich
Kristin Ressel Richard Ressel Cole Reynolds




Tommie Rieckers David Riley Caitlin Richmond
Adrienne Ritchie Andrew Ritchie
Jewel Roach Wade Roberts Emily Robinson
Joe Riley
Megan Ritchie
















Ashley Romano Laura Rooper
Deatri Ross Matthew Ross
Sarah Ross Anne Roth Willy Rouch Devin Rourke Chelsea Rowan Emily Royal
Brittany Rudolph Bradley Rumann Ross Rumann Mary Rump Kasimon Runglertwikraikun Amanda Runkel
Michelle Rush Kodi Rutledge Jamie Rutter Sonvje Ryen Tara Sackman Trisha Samuels
Colin Sanders



























Kyle Scott Landon Scott
Elizabeth Seccomb Eric Secrist
Q: What Is your favorite memory of some-
thing that happened In Duvall?
One thing I love about my pod is the inviting, social
atmosphere, so what's the best way to express that? Yes,
A DANCE PARTY!We have had several and they have all
been quite memorable. We decked out our pod lounge
with decorations and strobes and of course, crazy dancers.
Good times.
Q: What Is the most Interesting or unique
thing about your dorm?
I really do like the pod-style setup. I think it provides
more room for socializing (and for academics/studying,
of course!] with the pod lounges. The pod also provides a
secondary level of privacy as to not bother other residents
if, say, you wanted to watch a movie in the lounge. You










Michael Seidel Stephanie Semb Sophie Sestero Blake Severance
Alyssa Shelton Michael Shelton Annastasia Sherman Brian Sherpe
Jessica Shirley Jessica Shoat-Underwood Gabriel Shoemaker
Jason Simmons Joshua Simmons





Naomi Shaw Nicolas Shaw
Daniel Shetler Allison Shigley
Nicole Silbaugh
Rebecca Skaarvold
Jessica Smalley Patricia Smart
Alllson Smith Ashley Smith Ethan Smith Haley Smith jennay Smith
Janna Silvis
jill Smith









Katharine Staudinger Jonathan Steele
Kathleen Sowers
Rhylee SmithLaura Smith Raymond Smith



















Derek Stottlemyer Lauren Stoudt Rebeckah Stough
Wyatt Strohm Karin Strom Cameron Stroyan
Julie Sullivan Tori Sullivan Emilio Sulpizio
Kayle Strahm Calli Strellnauer Denise Stripes
McKenzie Stuby
Tyler Sutherland
Carly Stuart Kiersten Stubbers
Jocelyn Swalm
Emily Sumner Michelle Sutherland
Jessica Swanson Joshua Swayne Cameron Sweet
Alyssa Swegle Timothy Takechi Michael Takemura
Q: What isyour favorite memory of
something that happened In Duvall?
When people tried to make golden graham smores and
lit them on fire and we had to evacuate.
Q: What Isthe most Interesting or
unique thing about your dorm?
Youget a lot of space and it's not that hard to walk into
another pod to say hi. Also, we live in a castle, it's basi-
cally the coolest thing ever.
Donovan Tate Allison Taylor Katherine Taylor Michael Taylor Nathan Tegrotenhuis Richard Teh
Taylor Telford Reid Tennis Sean Tennis Lindy Tep Ryan Teresi Hannah Thames
Lucas Thayer Amy Thoburn Marissa Thomas Callen Thomason Alaina Thompson Allyssa Thompson
Q: What Isyour favorite memory of
something that happened living Off
Campus?
Probably my favorite memory would be that of when
me and my two roommates [IeffKintner, Michael
Cozad] made up stupid scary scenarios and kept making
them up until they actually started to scare us and none
of us wanted to leave one another. We were all cuddled
up into one bed. And that is a lot of man in one bed.
Q: What Isthe most Interesting or unique
thing about your dorm?
Most unique thing about my living situation is I'm a
d-line man on the football team and generally because
I play defense 1hate c-line man. Ironincally enough, I
live with two c-line men myself. We get along great for
the most part. Unless it comes down to who gets the last
doughnut.
Amber Todd Katie Todd Riley Todd





Travis Thompson Sarah Thomson
Andy Throgmorton Holly Timbs
Christopher Trumbo
Travis Todd Nathan Torres
Kelsey Toy Frank Trampush Nancy Trang
Niall Trimble Christopher Triplett Joshua Troop
Sarah Trax Ashley Trenholm
Stefan Troutman Jordan Trujillo
"us ...
Travis Tully Sarah Tunall
"Probably my
faVorite memory would
be that of when me and
my two roommates







Amanda Tufts Michelle Tully
Natalie Turner
Barrett U mess Valeria Valdez
'~..my small group
baked cookies for
Tiki and Akili. We














Trista Van Berkum Danielle Van Eps
Joshua Vance Kara Vandenbos
Eric Vander Heyden JonathanVandyk
Nicholas Vargus Yevgeniy Vasilyev









Morgan Veleke Elisha Vergowe Emily Vickers






Megan Walker Scott Walker
Trevor Walters Miriam Wanjohi
Jared Warren Justin Warren





Mickey Webb Megan Weddle KelliWeinbender
MollyWendeU Keri Wendt
Joseph westenberg Sierra Westerman
Paul Werhane
Kevin Weiser John Welch Jonathan Wemple
Meghan Wescombe Jonathan Wescott Madeline West















Q: What Isyour favorite memory of some-
thing that happened living Off Campus?
The month of February was very interesting. Everyone
seemed to be having a birthday, and we pretty much went
out to dinner about twice a week to celebrate-and having
Valentine's Day in the same month didn't heip! it was re-
aliy fun, but turned February into a very expensive month!
Q: What Isthe most Interesting or unique
thing about your dorm?
Dinner time at our house is always entertaining. We get
along iike sisters and feel comfortable saying pretty much
whatever we want to each other. We are ali so different
from one another, with goals and dreams that wili take us
on different paths, yet we ali can iaugh at the same things.
It has been a wonderfui experience sharing a home with
such different peopie.
Michael Wilhelm Devaughn Wilhoite Bryn Wilkinson
Henry Williams Kathryn Williams Mitchell Williams Spencer Williams
Meagan Wilson Rachael Wilson Justin WimberlyWilliam Wilson
David Winiecki
.. --
Hanna Winkelman Kayla Witkowski
-#
Michael Wittwer
Q: What Isyour favorite memory of something
that happened In Arend?
Traditiating the men of Carison (Arendj hali this last tall. It was
an intense period of blood, sweat and tears, but we made it
through alive.
Q: What Isthe most Interesting or unique thing
about your dorm?
The men of second floor are surrounded by the beautiful Arend
belles at all times. Actualiy, as my roommate Drew Peterson so
eioquently puts it, "It's girl on guy on girl on guy action ail the
time"












Leslie Yoder Patrick Yoho Leslie Yost Morgan Yost
Casey Zander Jennifer ZavalaTaylor Zajicek Colin Zalewski
Matthew Zeiler Liam Zenger-O'Brien
"It was an intense
period of blood,
sweat and tars,






\ A"",G"b,;,O. >60 Billington, Stephen >80 Brown, Richard >83 Chenoweth. Lydia '85 Cutright, Merideth >81
.~ _ - - - Aven,Linh 95, >60 Billington,Maris" '" llrown,Amando '" Chesney. Michelle '85 Cutler, Steven >81,ili ~'1.Avrscntous, Lauren '18 Birge, Mara >80 Bryant, Melis.sa '83 Chestnut, Callie '85 DaJy, Blair '87t • ." Ayers, Kelsey '18 Bisaillon.Keith 161, '80 Bryant,Michael '62 Chi, Ariella '85 \l;fJeI5' Shamenca >87" 7' - Baber. Anlsa "8 Blscave, Pierre <80 Buatsi, Pelix '83 Chiavetta, Danielle 185 ~ettell, Hayley 25,187
Ii> B~con, Kelsey '18 Bishop. Sara >80 Buena, Isaac '83 Chun,Hillary 13, 185 l:5'ii:1lvers, Jenny >87
'!>.~elar Austin 178 CarunJoy 160 Bishop.Lauren 127,161 Buck, Damon '83 Chute, Ryan '85 Darbonne, Ryan 187t end;otn,lillian 178",,~~ley, Mitchell '18 Bissell, Bethann '80 Buck, Ron '83 Claiborn, Elise 185 Derung.Ocmron 1b3
-~hS"lOnSOn, Pat 178 BaileY,Michael 160 Blsrrevskv, Alex >80 Budik, Kendra 183 Clatr.Clutsuna 162 Darofl, Katrina 187
Aridera, Cassie 178 Baker, Stephanie , 78 Bivin, Ashiey 180 Buffum, Joel 183 Clark, Brtnanv 185 Darofl II,David 163
Adams,Christopher 178 Baker, Stephen 178 Black.Ian 124, 180 Bulege, Elly 183 Clark, Felicia 185 Dasso, Chelsea 187
Adams.Peter 160 Baker,Kelly 160 Blackwood, Justin 180 Buley, Tiffany 183 Clark, Jeremy 185 Deugs.Mara 163
Adamu, Abdulkadri 178 Baker,Mark 160 Blade, Alex 180 Bull, Timothy 183 Clark, Sarah 185 Davenport, Collen '87
Adare. Justin 178 Baldovlno, Brian 179 Blake, Erick 180 Bultema, Kristoff 183 Clark, Tavlre 185 Davies.Sarah 136, 163
Aescnbecher, Annie 178 Baldridge, Kate 179 Blake'Iyler 161, 180 Bumgamer.Ketsey 162 Ctarkjervn 162 Davis, Alexander 188
Ainley, Jared 178 Baldwin, Tyson 179 Bland, Tyler 180 Bunker, Raymond 183 Oarke.Bryan 162 Davis, Caltjyn 188
Ainley, Stephan 178 Baldwin.Christopher 160 Blare.Alexandra 161 Burkholder, Amy 183 Ctarkejordan 163 Davis, Mark 188
Aion~, KuJrA 178 Ball, Brian 179 Blue, David 180 Burnett, Amanda 183 Clausen, Laura 185 Davis, Samantha 188
Aklamanu, jOyC8 178 Banta, Thomas 119 Bluff, Kimberly 181 Burns.Rachel 94,183 Clawson, Rose 185 D~Vis,Daniel 163
Alcala, Brenda 179 Baranowski, Stephen 179 Blumenthal, Lauren 181 Burnside, Amanda 183 Clawson.Allee 163 Davis.Kanne 163
Aldridge, Philip 179 Bare.Alexander 160 Blunt, Amanda 181 Burton, Brandon 183 Cleary, Peter 185 Davis.Samantha 163
Aldridge, Robert 179 Barelther.Manhew 33,160 Beta.Emmanuel 68,91, 181 Bushey, Cameron 184 Cleveland, Erick 185 Dawson, Phillip 188
Alduiaimijesse 179 Barker, Christine 119 Bold we, Alexandra 181 Bushnell, Lauren '" Clew, Zachariah 185 DilY, Curtis 188Alexander, Amanda 179 BarkleY,Haden 160 Bond, Emily 181 Bushy, Ryan 184 Coast, Reed 185 Day;rimothy 163
Alexander, Cameron 179 Barnes, Andrew 179 Bond, Jessica 181 Busick, Rachel 184 Cole, Alyson 185 De jong, Jacqueline 188
Alexander Jessica 31,128,160 Barnes, Grace 179 Bond, Mark 181 Bustamante, Alex 184 Cole, Benjamin 185 Dejong, jacqueline 188
Allrey, OJwrmey 24,179 Barnes, julia 179 Bond, Zach 181 Butelo, Kristen 184 Cole, Kelste 186 Deal, jonathan 188
AI.jebl'€en, Zaid 179 Barneson, Kurt 179 Bonnell, Ashley 181 Butelo,jessica 131, 139,184 Coleman, Matthew 186 Decker, Kristoff 188
Alidredge,DanieJ 160 llarnhi1l,Caleb 65, 161 Bonnema,8en 20,25 Bye, Torance 184 Collins, Connie 186 Deering, Matthew 188
Allen, Cody 179 Barrett, Mia 179 Bookhour, Tracy 181 t"CalbeCk, Cameron 184 CollinsWakeman,Anna 183 Deeth, Alan 188
Allen, jacob 179 Barrelt, Victoria 179 BoshJon 105 Calderon, Brisa 184 Colvin, Christopher 186 Deflorlo, OlrislOpher 188
Allen, Michael" 179 Barrett,OJlin 94, 119 Bosman, Eric" 181 ~alderon, Monica 184 Colwell, joshwa 186 Dehaan, Jason 189
Allison, Kyle 179 Barron, Sophie 179 Bourne,Scott 161 Caldwell,Chris 162,184 Combo, Nicholas 186 DeHa"en,Christine 80, 189
Alsin, Tyler 179 Bartenhagen, Christopher 86, 179 Bovee, julia 181 Calkin:;, Kimberly '" Comi, Sorah 186 Deh1e, Karrina 189AlyJeffrey 96,179 Bartlett, Erica 179 Bowen,Aaron 161 Call, jordan 184 Conger, Gtly 186 Deitz,Shiloh 163
Ampon5ah, Kwilbena 179 Basham, Christopher 179 Bower,AlidQ 77 Calvert, Alex 184 Connolly, Marissa 186 Dejong, Nicolas 189
Andaluz,CataJina 160 Bass, William 179 Bowers,Carrie WI Campbell, Emily 184 Connors, Kimberly 186 Del~matter, Derek 189
Anderson, Barrell 179 f!a~<,{)n,Alexander 119 BoWie, julianna 181 Campbell, Mindi 184 Conover, Kayla 186 Delappe, Shawn 189
Anderson, Kaylee 179 Bauman, M;chael 170 Boyden, joshua 181 Canales,lveth 162 Contreras, Zachary 186 Dement, Courtney 189
Anderson, Michael 179 Baumann, Hol!i 170 Boyles,Spencer 161 Cardle, Laura 184 Cook, Catherine 186 Demmerly,Arianna 163
Anderson, Pamela 179 BaumpJami 161 Boysun, Andrea 181 Carey,Ashley 88 Cooley, Erin 163, 186 Dempster, Diana 189
Anderson, RichaNl 179 Bayens,Katrina 161 Bradford, Rachel 181 Carlon, Shannon 184 Corigliano;riffany 163 Denevan,Andrew 163
Anderson,Adam 27,61,70, 179 Baylis,Emily 131, 179 Bradley, Kelly 181 Carlson, Amanda 184 Corrales, Edmundo 186 Dennis, Christopher '89
Anderson,Katherine 160 Baynes, Erin 179 Brady, Brian 181 Carlson, Katie 184 Corrin, Benjamin 186 Dennis,ChrislOpher 164,189
Anderson,Mary 160 Beans,Slephaine 161 Brandl€rjustin 161 Carlson, Mallory 184 Cosand, Miranda 186 Denslow,uuren 103, 189
Anderson,Rachel 88,160 BeaucampJoNlan 54, 179 Bratcher, Lukas 181 Carlson, Peter 184 Cote,Alyson 163 Depew, Will 189
Andre, Zachary 179 Beauchene, David 179 Bratlien, Alicia 181 Carlson, Siri 184 CottonJimothy 163 Devine, Jann<th 189
Anegon, Angela 179 BechlOld, Megan 179 Brat!, Peter 182 CarlsonJo5€ph 130, 162 CoueUe, Alexander 186 Devrtes, Slephanie 189
Angell, Tyler 179 Beck, Peter 179 Bratton, William 182 COJnegie,Cilrla 162 Cox, Erica 186 Dichone,Pawlo 164
Anker, Lia 179 8eggs, jennifer 170 Bfatto~,~arah 162,182 Carrier, Hannah 184 Cox, Megan 186 Dickson, Emily 189
Annis, Trevor 179 Relet, Doniel 179 Bray, Carter 182 Carrier, Matthew 184 Coxe, Dian 186 Dickson,Andrew 164
AnniS,Peter 54, 170 Bell, Brandon 170 Breeding, 8reanna 182 Carstensen, Sarah 184 Cozad, Michael 187 Dickson,Kendria 164
Ansari, Andrea 179 f!ellon, Andrew 170 Brennecke, Timothy 182 Caruso, Julie 185 Cozean, Chelsea 187 Didesch, Krislen 189
Anlwnes, Ashley 179 Helll, Krislin 170 Brewer,Eric 162 Car:er, Allison 185 Crabtree, Alyssa 187 Didier t Annie 189
Anukun·Dabso~, ~mma~uel 179 Benac, Dustin 179 Bricel, Cyrus 182 Carv~r,Mitcheli 162 CrainJori 163 Dietrich, Brittney 189
Armendariz, Gustavo 179 Be~cicjacquelynn 81, 179 Brigham, Feliciry 182 Casebolt, Chelsea 185 Craviot!o, Michael 187 Dill, Caitlin 13,189,219
Mmentrout,Megan 160 Bender, Kathryn 179 Brink, Elizabeth 182 Caseria, Dustin 185 Crawford, Sarah 187 Dill, Kenneth 189
Armstrong, Casey 179 Bennett, Michel1~ 180 Brinkman, Charley 182 Castilleja,B€thany 32, 73, 162 Creek, Michelle 187 Dinnison, Riley 189
Annstrong, Em~ra1d 179 Benson, -",Heen 180 Brinson, Annie 182 Cate, Branden 185 Crescenzi, John 187 Dix, Ryan 189
AIDer, Erirl 179 Benson, Jacob 180 Broeckel, Kyle 182 Catel, Maxime 215 Crider, Chelsea 187 Dodge, OJlleen 189
Aronson, Karlee 179 Benson, jennifer 180 Broemeling, Carolina 183 Catlett,JlIStin 185 Cronin, Adam 187 Dodge, Rebecca 189
Ashley, Brendan 179 Berenlson, Sarah 180 Brombach,Meghan 162, 183 Cavender, Bailey 185 Crowe,Penelope 67, 163 DO€hle, joel 189
Asleson, Kristopher 178 Berger, jonathan 180 Brookover John 64 Challender, Melissa 185 Crowell, Eric 187 Doehle, Phillip 189
Assad, Timothy 178 Berger;rracey 161, 180 Brooksher,Kyle 162, 183 Chalmers, Robert 185 Crowell, Rachel '87 Doherty, Mary 189
Atchison, Sarah 178 Bergman, Daniel 180 Brouwer,jeSS€ 183 Chamblin, Katherine 185 Cubero, Daniel '87 Dolan, Katie 189
Atherton,Daniel 160 BergStrom,Callie 66, 180 Brouwer, Lucas 183 Champeaux, Beaw 185 Cwmbie, Raeanne 187 Dolan, Peler 190
Atisu,8orm 178 Berry, Brell 180 Brown, Garrett 183 Chan, Carl 185 Cunningh<llIl, Corson '87 Dormady, Daniel 190
Atkins,Charis 160 Bess,Michelie 161, 180 Brown, Jayce 183 Chapman, Britlney 185 Curran, Mark 187 Dorn, Chrtstopher 190
Atwood, Kelsey 178 Best, Robyn 180 Brown, Jo,iah 183 Chase, David 185 Curtis, Chaz '87 Dorr~nbacher, john 190
8ielen,Kal€e 161 Brown, Millthew 183 Chea, Christin~ 185 Cutler, Rachel 187 DOI'Way, Spencer 190
Congratulations Brian!
We are so proud of the young man you've become and all that you have accomplished.
We love you, Brian, and we pray for God's blessing on your future.
With Love, Dad and M:,;o;;.rn:... ... _,.,._
Brian,
'I never stop learning from you,
nk you for always being there for m~
Love, MichaQ
Gracious, sweet, witty, wise) green-eyed wonder.
Phllosoraptor, pirate, poet-
a professor in the making, Deep thinker.
Memories: BJ, Ultimate, Latin Ouarter,
English Dept, Great Wall, Javier, ballroom
dancing, Florence, Script, phil/eng conferences, Tall Timber,
Snoqualmie 360, Les Mis, Oxford, Priest Lake, Ml Tai,
Ethics Bowl
You are arnazingl Keep running the race,
fixing your eyes on Jesus.
Love, Mom, Dad, Laura, Matt, Angie, Michael,
Elissa, Hale I Lexie
To our philosophisizing, peace-loving,
curious, generous and awesome son, Spencer Boyles _
Love, peace, grace and courage for the journey alhead!
Blessings --Your mom and dad
Congratulations, Cousins!
Always accomplished, always adorable ... and now college graduates. We're so proud of you!
It's been wonderful to follow your journeys over the past four years. Who can forget your imposing presence in tennis intra murals
(thus the name, "Undefeated")? No doubt it's been memorable having you in class together, too.
Do~y, Emily ,OO Eaton, Candyce 'OO Erickson, Amy 'O! Faranda, Taylor 102 nore, Luis 38,193 Frets. oanrene '93Douglas, Natalie 'QO Eaten.Luke 'M Erickson, Anders 10' Farley, Candace 102 Rory,Ouistopber 165 Frick. Cary 193
Douglas.Sarah 16' Eberlein,Olympia 'M Erickson,Lane " Farrell, Annette 102 Fluetsch, Trenton '93 Frledly, jared '93DouglasJale 'M Edmonds, Cory '90 Eriksson, Ryan '91 rams, Justin 102 Ayberg,Brent 165 Friedl,~llJ; ,0)DoulUard, Devaki 'QO EdsalJ,Amy 'M trnssonjesstca 'M PawKevin 'M Flynn, Sarah 103 Frlggfone, Srephanre 103DrufleJ. Cory 'QO Edwards, Mandee 'QO Eriksson.Ryan " redoes, Jordan 102 rode, Eric 103 rroese.Cnrtsuna 165Dube,RlIdlei 90 Ehlers, Kelsey 'QO Erlenmeyer. jeffrey 10' Feddes, Mark '92 lollger, KTistin~ 103 Fronk., james 193pctes, Rachel 'QO Eisenrkh, Emmlly 'QO E~"""'" 'M recoes, Morgan 192 Foshay, Colin 193 fry,Danlel 165Ducournau.lrvm 28 Ekenes, Rachf:l 'QO Erskine, Lane 'Ql Ferguson, Dustin 192 Fcsse.Porsha 165 Fuller, Drew '93Dudley, Tyler '90 EldnJj 129 Eshoff Shannon 19' Ferguson,Dana 'M Foster, Alexa 103 Fuller, lindsay 'Q3Dufault, Emily 190 tkmen, Aubrle 190 Eshoft.Kajen 'M Ferrario, Mldlil€l '92 Foster, Brenda 193 Fullerton, Eric 193Dugan, Corey 'QO Ellefson, Nathan 190 Estes. EJlza!Jeth 19' rerrero.Anna 'M Founratn, Sean 103 ~U1hakOV,Ra5hid 165Duncan,Kyle 'M ElJer,Andrew '90 Estes.Adeftne 'M Ferree, MoJly '92 Fouts, Shane 'Q3 dd, Kendall 193Dunn,Janae 'QO E11lngsJotm 10' Etter, Geoffrey \64,191 Fkk, Emily '92 Fowler, Tracie \ 93 f'G;Uagher, Nicholas 611, 193Dupree, Samantha 'QO EIUon, Nltholes 'QO Evans,Alex 'M Fick, Rebecca '92 Iowter.Amber 165 '*'Gtllegos, jonathan 193Duram, Andrew 8Z \90 Ellis,Dilvld 'M tveren, Ben~mln '91 FInch, jennifer 102 Fox,Jonathan 130. 193, 206 Galvln. A\exander '93Dumam.Breanne 'M Elmenhurst, Ethan 190 EWing, Rachel 19' Fink, KeUy 192 Frank, KeLley 103 Carda. Gigi '93Dye, Chloe '90 Engel, Danny 28. 190 ~",ooe, Toblo 20, 19! Fisher, Kara 192 Frazier, Amanda '93 Garda, Marco 193Dyer. Nicole 100 Enkem~,Molly 'M wman, Stephen 'Ql Fisher, Melody 102 Frazier, Daniel 193 Carka, Stephen 193
:r, Kelsey 190 Ente, Eric 190 'able, DIJIon '92 Flaherty, Naomi '92 FrazIer, Megan 23.193 Garner, Kelvin 'Qlrlln, Jaquene 38.190 Entel, Dale 190 • cundo, Victor 192 Rauer, Sarah 193 Freeman, Tyler 193 Garner,Melissa '65
~tertinJ.queue 38 Enlcl, Eric 'QO Fancher, Cameron 192 fletcher, Jack 193 French,Megan lOS Garret!, Michelle 'QlEastham. Katherine 100 Eremeye1f, Meghan 'QO Fanene.Kellilh 18,26,102 F1et.eller,Lukl' 165
Gar~and, Keefe 165,194 Gilbert, Kavla 10< Goodell, Katie 195 Griffing, Kirsten
Carves, Ben 194 Gilbertson, Dane 194 Goodrick, Selina 195 Grlffing,Hanna
Oavette, Elizabeth 194 Giles, Benjamin 194 Goodwin, Andrew 196 Griffith, Douglas
(;<,bber" John 10< Gill, Sarah 10< Gordon, Callie 196 Griffiths, Bryce
Cebbers.Clay 105 Gilliam, Awbrey 10< Core, Audrey 196 Grippo, Lawrence
Geeslin, Benjamin 194 Gilsdorf, Ben 194 Gcss.Brandon 165 Croat, Molly
Cefger, Nicole 194 Gilstrom.Alkta 165 GowdY,John 196 Groth, Michael
GeHna$, Nathan 194 GingerichJ[leran 165 Graham, jill 196 Grothman, Mikaela
Centz, Casey 10< Gilangu, Eric 10< Grandy, Erin 20, 196 Grow, Cullen
Ceorge, Benjamin 86,194 Giusti, Allison 10< Grant, Jordana 196 Ctow.Nkbotas
George, Steve 194 Gjefte, john 195 Groves, Ryan 196 Grube, David
Georgiof!, Ryan 10< Glady, Sarah 195 GraY,Amy 196 Gruen,Derek
Ceraro.Rvan 20 Glover, Andrea 195 GraY,Anna 165 Gubttz Daniel
Gerhard, Ryan 129,194 Ooessm, Max 195 Green, Shannon 196 Gueruher.Cten
Oeng.Dave 85 Ooessmg. Max 195 Green,Michelle 165 Cunn, Chanteue
CerfgDavld 165 Goettel, Adelle 195 Cregg, goaz 196 Guthridge, Elizabeth
Cesset, Aryn 10< Gomes, Melissa 195 Gregg, Holly 196 Outhrtdgejohn
Gibbs, Collin 10< Gomez, verense 195 Gregory, Samuel 197 Gutierrez, Travis
Gibson, Anna 10< Gonzale, Alison 195 Greiner, Rebecca 197 ~ Gutierrez-Neal, Paula
Gibson, Carrie 10< Conzajez, Alison 195 Gres.set,Briltany 166 fH~ner, Stephanie
Gither, Kayla 194 Ccnzajez, Nathan 195 GreW,,Joel 33 H ddon,Stacy
Gilbert, Caitlin 10< Gooch, Matthew 195 Grey, Chan 197 Ha1:IleY,Nathaniel
166,
22,
197 Hagerott, Breena 197 Hanson, Collette 198
120 Hahn, Aubrey 197 Hapke, Peter 198
197 Hail, Cvrtesse 197 Harbine, Emily 198
197 Hall,Jes>;ica 197 Hardy;NllIiam 1M
197 Hallett, Ryan 197 Harms, Michael 198
197 Halley, Lindee 197 Harms.Bnan 166
197 Hamilton, Kip 197 Harper, Hannah 108
197 Hamilton, Makayl" 197 Harri, Michael 198
197 Hamilton, Tyler 197 Harris, Craig 198
1M Hamilton.Kendra 1M Harris, Keith 198
197 Hamley, Philip 198 Harris, Mitchell 198
1M Hamming, Benjamin 198 Han, Jessica 108
197 Hamming, Thomas 198 Hartley, Angela 198
166 Hammond, Charlotte 198 Harthep.Breanna 1M
197 Hampton, Brittany 198 HanungKathrvn 1M
197 Hamstra, Andrew 198 Harvego.Brtn 1M
1M Hand, Danielle 198 HauckJoM 1M
197 Hanenburg, Leah 198 Hauck.Katrma 166
197 Hanke, Christopher 198 Haugan, Devon 198
197 Harm, Joshua 198 Hawkins, jotm 198
1M Hannonfyfer 168 Hayek, Lisa 198
1M Hanson, Aaron 198 Hayes, Madelyn 198
My dearest Angela,
Robert Frost, Shakespeare, and Emily Dickenson can express ideas in words that are beyond most people's abilities.
But even they couldn't begin to express how proud I am of you right now, as I have been your entire life,
1love you very much, Dad
C'"
"I was there to hear your borning ClJ!, J'/I be there when jou are old,
I rejoiced the day jou were baptized, to see your We urfotd"




as a third generation Whitworth ian!
You have faced numerous challenges,
while showing others your faith and trust
in God. Cross Country, track,
leadership in FCA, playing guitar,
and serving as a resident assistant are
just a few highlights. We are so proud
that you have chosen to serve God by
combining your marketing and
theology studies into work in Camp
Ministry. Thank you for speaking the
truth, humbly sharing your wisdom,
and, most importantly,
laughing often. may God help you to




~•........ ·ttfu·.·Iil c c .. .
It has been a blessing watching you make
exemplary choices, great memories & lifeiong friends
in your four years at Whitworth. Your dedication to your studies
& each other makes us extremely proudl
Proverbs 2:2
Make your ear attentive to wisdom,
Incline your heart to understanding.
Love You!
Mom & Dad
Humrickhouse,Carlssa 167 Jordan, Michael 203 Klump, Elsa 205
Hunt, Alicia 201 joroanrnompson, Stephanie 203 Klundt, Benjamin 205
Hunt, Gerald 201 jose, Justin 194, 203 Klute, Josh 205
Hunter, Zachary 201 josejosun 168 Knigm.Brent 205
Huntley, Erick 201 Juncal, Shaun 133,203 Knighton, Austin 168
Hutchins, Courtney 201 jung, Sean 203 Knighton, nucn 205
Huyck.Sarah 167 jurich,CaIvtn 74,168 Knox, KateUn 205
Hymas, Jeremiah 201 Kalbhenn, Troy 203 Knuth, Jessica 205
Hymas, Justin 201 ~KalebaUgh) Rachel 203 Koon, Marissa 128, 205
Hymel, Alexander 201 ~a,KeISle 203 Koopal, Colleen 205
-Ibach, Jessica 201 . ika,,:a. Jordan 204 Korpi, Michael 206
tins, Benjamin 201 ang, Shm 204 Korthuis, Aaron 206
0, Andrea 201 Kaplowitz, Caleb 204 Krmpotlch, Anya 206
"fthoeslrl, Daniel 202 KarpoVics, Gregory 2" Krueger, Haley 206
Indahl.Bethany 167 Kaufman, Daniel 204 Kruse, Tyler 206
Inouye, Phillip 202 Keeton, Brittany 204 Krustangel, Kyle 206
lrwtn, Anna 202 Ketbler Jared 54 Kuhn, john 206l"''''. jessica 202 K~[p~r, Amelia 204 Kunkle, Grolfrey 139,206~Ckson, David 202 Ketmes.Carneron 168 Kureshirna, Aaron 206
~cobson, Kelsey 202 Keller, Jordon SO, 204 Kuraya, David 206
ahnke, Mason 202 Keller, Marylee 204 Kym, Danlelle 206
ames, Elizabeth 202 Keller.jordcn 50 Kym, Krrsten 206
jansen, jacob 202 Kellogg, Braxton 204 ~B'J" Lauren 206
jansons, Stephen 702 Kelly, Rachel 204 ' Brie, Lauren 206
Abby: jansons,Michelie 167 Kemner, Nicholas 25, 204 , ucfk, James 206jarrell, William 202 Kemp.jemes 204 eY,Shanna 206
Your mother would be proud of you ... jarvis,Jerod 202 Kemp,Kory 168 Lamb, Beau 16B
jevene, jesse 202 Kendall, joanna 204 Lambert, Kasey 706
and so are we! jenkins, Aaron 202 Kennedy, Ryan 2" Lampe, Rebeka 206
jenks, Brian 202 Kenney, Patrick 204 Lamson.Carnes 206Love, Jensen, Alex 202 Kennison, Heather 204 Lendle, Bridger 16B
Dad, Susie, Jessica, jensen, jessica 202 Kenolv, De Andre 204 Landry, Julie 206jensen, Josh 202 Kernan, Breanne 704 Langbehn, Abby 206
and Jared jette;rravi5 167 Kerr, Lacey 89,204 Langbehn, Emiiee 206
johansen. Caroline 202 Keyser, Andrew 204 L.angeloh, Rebecca 165,206
johnson, Amber 202 Kheshgi, Yasrneen 205 Langeloh, Tim 206
johnson, Angela 167,202 Khce, Kirsten Lanham, Karl 203, 206
Hays, justine 166,198 Hill, Elisabeth 199 Holmes, Sherrie 200 Johnson, Brandon 202 Kietbon, jonathan 70S Lanm, Timothy 206
Healdjenna 166 Hlll, Hannah 199 Holsten, Christian 200 johnson, Brian 202 Kielbon,Kristina 205 Larsen, Christina 206
Heath, Madalyn 198 Hill,jimmy 199 Holsten,Kit 106 Johnson, Derek 202 Ktlbourne-Benscn, Sara 16B Larson, Brea 206
Heatherly, Damka 198 Hillis, Claire 199 Hcogestraat, Kayli 200 Johnson, Gracie 50,202 Killlan, Amber 205 Larson, Sara 207
Heatherly, Kara 198 Himrnel.Celnln 167 Hopley, Ryan 201 Johnson, Halley 168,202 Kilpatrick, Kelsie 205 Laujmarm, xvnoa 207
Hedgpeth, Whilney 23, 198 Hines, Cody 199 Hopp, Garrett 201 Johnson, Karen 202 Kim, Yong 12,205 Laug. Dylan 207
Heide, Jason 198 Hinkel, Christina 199 Hopper, Kristin 201 Johnson, Kevtn 202 Kimball, Emilie 205 laughlin, Timothy 207
Heider, Amber 198 Hoff, Rachel 199 Hcrteus, Elfzabeth 201 Johnson, Marissa 202 KlmbaliJullann 205 Laurensack, Christina 207
Helder, Matthew 198 Hoffart, Re~cca 199 Horl~ck, William 201 Johnson, Melissa 202 King, Danlelle 25,126,168 Lawry, Phoebe 207
Hemming, Brandon 198 Hoffman, ETica 199 Horlbeck,Brittany 167 Johnson, Natalie 202 King, jillfles 205 Lawson, Erik 207
Hemming, Qaire 198 Hoffnligle, Jordon 62, 199 Homer,Abigail 167 johnson, Nathan 202 King, Lindsey 205 Lilwyer, Miracle 207
Henderson, Jesse 199 HogstadJason 167 Houck, Timothy 201 Johnson, Rebeccil 202 KingJustine 205 Lays, Brian 207
Henderson,Klmberly 166 Hoine, Bradley 79,199 Hovdey, Eric 201 Johnson, Sara 202 Kinnier, Hannah 131, 168 tazor,e,Mitehell 207
Hendricks, Stephilnie 199 Hoine,Brad 79 Howard, Courtney 201 johnson, William 168,202 Kinmer, jeffrey !O3, 205 Le, Cuong 169
Hendricks,Amy 166 Holness, Nicole 200 Howard,Anthony 167 Johnson, Yolande 202 Kirk,Anna 205 Leach, Travis 207
Hergert, Bethany 199 Holland, Kasey 200 Howell, Nicole 131,201 Johnson,Brittany 168 Kirk,Heather 168 LeaIY, Megan 207
Herington, Rebecca 39, 199 Holland,Nlcole 167 HUbbell, Kenneth 201 johnson,Elizabeth 168 Kirkpatrick, Christine 168 leaVitt, Melinda 207
Hema;,Emma 199 Holliday, Josh 200 Hubbell, Olivia 201 johnson,Steven 168 Kirkpatrick, Tyler 205 Lecoq, Ashley 207
Herve, Daniel 199 Holloman, Mathew 200 Huff,Kenael 167 Johnston, Alison 203 KJrkpatrick;rimothy 205 Lee, Daniel 207
Herzog, jacklyn 199 Holloway, Elizabeth 200 Huffman, Sarah 201 JohnstonJenniler 168 Kimiik,Heilther 168 Lee, Elizabeth 207
Hickman, Craig 199 Holloway, justin 200 Hughes, Amanda 201 jones, Benjamin 203 KitnerJelf 21, 127 Lee, Erlc 207
HlggllL\,Willlam 199 Holm, Kaytlyn 200 Hughes, Kayla 201 jones, Justin 203 Kittleson, Chet 90 Lee,Jlman 207
Higg1ns,Derek 167 Holman, Andrew 200 Hughes, Michael 201 jones, Kaltlln 203 Kieinert, Man 205 Lee, Kyung 207
Hildebrand, Kaltlin 199 Holman, Sara 200 HughesJames 167 Jones,Bryan 248 Klepinger, Sara 20S Lee, Megan 207




































































































































My oh my, how far you've come.
It's hard to believe you're almost done.
The new passion for hoc\<eyis quite the change for you.
It adds til the mix of so many things you like to do.
Youth group and guitar are part of that too.
The friends you've made there have been very good for you.
Achieving this goal has put you to the test
We're so proud ot you; you're the very best!





































































































































































































We are so proud of you. Youare such a good person. Youcan achieve
whatever you set your mind to.









































































































Orozco, Brtenna 217 Pascal, Denise 218 Pevron, Michael 219 Pouk, Katherine 220 Ratner, Janelle 171 Richardson, Caitlin 92
Orphan.Eltzabeth 217 Patchen, Leslie 218 Pfursich, Scott 219 Powell, Curtis 220 Raines, Kelli 220 Richardson, Kart 221
Orrell, Natalle 171 Panerson, Eric 218 Phelps, Stephanie 219 Preston.Sara 39, 220 Ramey, Amanda 221 Richardson, Zakarv 221
Ortega, Fatima 76,217 Paul, Callie 218 Phillips, Ashley 219 Price IV, john 171 Ramsay, Mitchel 221 Richmond, CJitJin 221
Ortego, Mayle 217 Paul, Farcule 218 Pierce, Chetsy 219 Price I'/, john 220 Ramsevrvhnney 221 Richter, Ashley 222
Orwiler.Nathantel 217 Pawell, Camsa 218 Pierce, Jacob 219 Prichard, Jesse 220 Rasamlmanana, Mlantsa 66 Richter, Lesley 222
Othelm.Lauren 128 Payne, Dustin 218 Pierce, Lisa 219 Pridgen, Kathryn 220 Ratliff, Janina 221 Riddle, Bree 222
Owens, Halev 217 Pearson, Linnea 218 Pilkinton, Cassandra 219 Priest, Anthony 220 Ratliff, Melcdle 221 Rleckers, Tommie 62, 222
Pacheco, Jasmine 217 Peck.Mtchael 218 Pnkonen, Krystal 77, 220 Prince, Derek 220 Rauh, Lyle 221 Riley, David 222
ff'~heco, Kellen 217 Peiffer, Amanda 60,21B Pivcvarevirh, Zhanna 220 Procunier Jeannette 220 Rauh, Tyler 221 Riley,Joe 222
P kwood, Christina 217 Peller, Noah 218 Plourde, Amylee 220 Prosser, Iera 171 Reardon, laura 221 Rinke, Joseph 222
t'l"age, Elise 217 Pendell, Joy 218 Plumb, Amanda 220 Prugh, Edward 220 Reardon, Stephanie 221 Risk, Alison 222
Pagh, Kelsey 217 Pendell, Thomas 218 Plumb, Kaylyn 220 Prughjohn 220 Rebbe, K"itiyn 221 Risen, Rebecca 222
Paine, Scott 217 Perrier, David 218 Piummer.Sarah 171, 220 Pullin, Sean 04 Reed, Brianne 221 Ritchie, Adrienne 222
Palmer, jaiee 217 Perry, Qimon 218 r'comever, Jeffrey 171 Purdue, Stephen 220 Reed, Nathan 221 Ritchie, Andrew 222
Palmer.Emfty Ann 217 Perry, Lmdsav 218 Polley, Shane 40, 220 ~ackenbuSh, Elizabeth 220 Reeves, Daniel 221 Ritchie, Megan 222
Panvakom, Nltchanarn 171 Perry,Holly 218 rosocr. Sarah 54, 220 amme. Hannah 220 Reich, Bryan 221 Riner, Benjamin 222
Park, Frank 217 Peters, Cory 171 Polm, Jennifer 220 ~arles>, Benjameen 220 Reitmeier, Ryan 221 Riller,Kyle 222
Park.Ieff 217 Petersen, Danielle 218 Pomante, Amy 220 Oiiarless, Danluma 220 Renstrom, Heidi 221 ~oach, Brittany 130, 172
Parkjravis 218 Peterson, Andrew 218 Pomante, Leah 220 Ouartess.Obetsenio 220 Repsold, Daniel 221 Roach, Jewel 222
Parker, James 171 Peterson, Anna 218 Ponder, Scarlet 220 Quigley,A"roll 18,131. 171 Ressel, Kristin 221 ROberts, Wade 222
Parker. Kaort 218 Peterson, Carolyn 218 PO~lO~j, Candace 220 Quiring, Kevin 171 Ressel, Richard 106,221 Robinson, Emily 222
Parker, Zachary 196,218 Peterson, Eric 219 Pooler.Steven 220 ~addif[eJames 220 Reynolds, Cole 221 Robmson,Bonn~ 222
Parkinson, Ajvssa 23,21B Peterson, Michael 219 Porter, Casey 171 Radtke.Tames 171 Rhetngans, Jordan 221 gobtnscnrhcmas 172
Parr, Samantha 218 Peterson, Sora 219 Porter, Hannah 220 adtk€, Thomas 220 Rhoads, Britla[\y 221 Robison, Karen 172
Pascacio, Peter 218 Petitt, Katherine 219 Poner, Megan 220 Raibl€,Da~lel 171 220 Rhode,Emily 221 Robison,Laura 222
From the very moment you were born you have brought something uniquely
special to our hearts & into our home. Your determination and steadfastness
toward your goals sets an example for us all and makes us so very proud of
who you are and all you have accomplished,
We celebrate your graduation with joy!
Love, Dad, Mom, Tyler, Abby, and Ellyn
We are so proud of you as you graduate from Whitworth Universityl
What a jowney it has been IDwalk through lifewith you- to see you
struggle and triumph along the way. Now you are on the precipice of
seeing more of what God has designed you for, and we are thlilled
to be in your 'grandstand' watching!
We love you so much!
Mom, Dad, and all your family
..----..--
God must have smiled when he made you! Your passion for family; dogs, travel, and the journey of life is contagious and truely missed
when you are away. You have been a blessing from the moment you arrived, feet first, into the world. We are so proud of all your
accomplishments and we look forward to sharing law school and all your future endeavors with you. "The fear of the Lord
is the beginning of wisdom, and knowledge of the Holy One is understanding. " Proverbs 9:10 (KJV)
With Love- Mom Dad Kristin Kim and Grand
...Nowwill you cleanyour room?
We'lliove you forever,
Dad Mom Ben Jill and Zach
Rocha, Kalmiola i72 Rowan,OIelsea 223 Scamehom,Lexi '" Seen, Sean 86, 225 Shoaf-Underwcod, Jessica 226 Smith, Jennay 226Roc.ha. xepononea 63.222 Royal, Emily 223 Schaefer, Robert In Scott. Trisha 225 Shoemaker, Gabriel 226 Smlth,JIU 226
Rockstrcm, Mackensie 03, 222 Rudolph, Brittany 223 Schafer, Katherine 22' Sccu.Amy 225 Shrewsbury, Ben 226 Smith, Julianne 226
gcckstrom. Manne", .. 222 Rumann, Bradley 223 Schaffer, Laura 224 Scou.Stade 172 Shure,Kristine 226 Smith, Laura 227
Rodin, Lindsay 222 Rumann, Ross 223 Schatz, jochene 208, 224 Saoggil15. Kyle 172 Silbaugh, Nicole i72 Smith. Raymond 227
!illgan,Allcla 222 Rump, Mary 223 Schaus, Oliver '" Seawave, Ellen 225 SIlVIs, Janna 226 Smith, Rhylee 227Rogers,Mla i72 Runglertwikraikun, Kaslmon 223 Schick, Catherine 16,22S Secccmb, Elizabeth 225 Simmons, Jason 226 Smnh.Halev 227
Roger;;rylan i72 Runkel, Amanda 223 Schlesser, Allison 225 secrrsr, Eric 225 Simmons, Joshua 226 SmithJanelle 173
Rohde, Emily 105 Rush, MiChelle 223 Schbperoort, Ajex 225 Seevers, Katie 225 Simmons, Kaylin 226 Smlth,Shanoaba '"Robr, Kendra 222 Rush,Shelly 223 Schmedake, Katherine 225 Segc, Natalie 225 srmmons, Maery 220 Smoot, Will 173
Roll, Emily"Anne 222 Rutjeoge, Kodi 131 Schmid, Maariet 225 Seidel. uneev 225 Slmmoll.l,Arny Marie 226, 232 Snediker, Katrina 227
Rolllm,Marc 222 Rutter, jame 223 Schmidt, Aaron 225 Seidel. Michael 225 Sims,Scott 172
Sn}'\ler, Chelsea 227
Romano. Ashley 222 Ryen, SonVie 223 Schmll, EliZabeth 225 SellereitJim 226 Sisson,Kyl~r 23.43 Sobotka.Ryan 227
Rooper, LaUI1l 222 ~ckman, Tara 223 Schmitt,Chelsea 225 Semb, Stephanie 75 Skaarvold. Rebecca 173 Scoestrcm. Jeff 173
Roosendaal, Lora 222 muels, Trisha 223 Schofteld, Anna 172 Sestero, Sophie 226 Skaarvcld, Sarah 226 SolbrackJill 227
Rose, Benjamin 222 <. tmus, Andreas 223 Schorstoll, Rebecca 225 Severance, Blake 226 Skeva, Jill 226 Solodyaflkin~alentln 173
Rose, rusne 222 Sandellus, Lauren 223 Schracer.Erlca 225 Sh~f[er,AJyson 226 Sklnner.Cclln 220 Sordahl, Allison 173
Ross, Benjamtn 222 Sanders, Colin 223 Schroeder, Srepnanee 172 Sh~ughnessy,Andra 172 Skubi, Austin 173 Sordahl, Cameron 227
Ross, Deatri 125,222 Sanders, Mark 223 Schroeder,Amy 225 Shaw. Naomi 172 Skyne, Caleb 220 Sorensen, Kelsey m
Ross, M~lthew 222 Sandoval, Gllben 224 Schroeder;Tyler 172 Shaw, Nicolas 220 Slate,lImber 226 Soulier, Jonathan 227
Ross, Sarah 222 Sankey, Aleunder 224 Schultz, MIchael 172 Shelton, Alys.sa 226 Sm~ney, jes.sicil 173 Southard,Angelo 227
Ross,Alicla 223 Santos, Elliott 224 Schwada, Tracy 225 Shelton. Michael 226 Sman. PatrIcia 220 Sowers. Kathleen 173
Ros.s,MW 172 Santroch. Kristin 2" Schwarz, Michael 225 Sherman, Annastasiil 226 Smith, AlexilIlder 220 Spangler, Nathaniel 227
Rotert,Benjamin 79 Sargent. Lauren '" Scott, Amtler 225 Snerpe, Brian 172, 226 Smith, Alli50n 226 Spaun, jesse 227Roth, Anne 172 Sargent, Nilthan 224 Scott, Justin 225 Shetler. Dilniel 220 Smith, Ashley 226 Speck, lindsey 227
Rotich, WlUy 223 Satarakil, jeremiah 224 Scott, Kyle 225 Shlgley, Allison 226 Smlul, Ethan 226 Spee:;, Kalen 227
Rourke, Devin 223 Sawyer, Stacey 172, 200, 224 $cOlt, Landon 225 Shirley, Jessica 226 Smith, Haley 226 Spencer ,AUison 173, 227
"Promise yourslef to live in faith that the whole world is on
your side so long as you are true to the best that is in you':
Christian Larson
You're an amazing leamer and you wllI be an amazing teacher.
We are so proud of you!
Love-Mom, Dad, and Joanne
We love you!
Mom, Jim, and all the family
Bryan-
How does a mother convey, in just a few words, her
feelings and emotions as she watches her son walk
down the aisle as a collegegraduate?
You left home (with your mother's heart) full of hopes
and dreams; searching for your purpose in life.
You came back as an inspiring young man that has
made accomplishments above and beyond all expecta-
tions.
Your family is so proud of you, but more important, is
for you to be proud of yourself. Never let go
of your dreams, Bryan, make them come true.
Our dearest Alicia-
\Ve are so grateful to God for you in our lives. \\!e hope that you
light up the world with Christ's love as you pursue your dreams.
Remember Proverbs 3:5-6.
Spooner, Ashley m Stoudt, Lauren 228 ~eChi' Timothv 17' Thompson, Travis 230 Vogler, Eric 233 Wicklund, Travis 235
Spcrseen.Nnura rn Stough, Rebeckah 228 akemura, Michael no Thomson, Sarah 230 vudntsetnamt, Sirapom 1'16,233 Wiese, Chlistina 235
Spung.Abranarn 173 Strahm, Kavta 228 bot, Chase no Thoreson.Skvberg 174,230 \~r, Brandon 175, 233 wtgren, Eisis 235
Srock, jeffrey 173 Stratton,Melissa 228 Talbot, jaren 229 Thralls, Tyler 174 field, Kelsey 233 Wilding, Matthew 235
Stahlman, jay 227 Streunaocr, Calli 173 Tallman, Sara 229 Throgmorton, Andy 174,230 ~a 'efield,BradJey 233 Wliey, Stephanie 127,235
Staiey, Evan 227 Stripes, Denise 228 Tapia.Mark 229 Thurman.Kelsey 230 Walden, Malia 175 Wilhelm, Michael 235
Standerwtck. Bailey 2n Strohm, Wyatt 228 Tate, Donovan 174 Timbs, Holly 174 Walden, Solomon 233 wunone, Devaughn 235
Staudinger, Katharine 227 Strom, Karin 228 Taylor, Allison 229 'teener. Tanya 230 Wales, Joseph 233 Wilkinson, Bryn 235
Stave.lfndsey 2n Stroyan, Cameron [88,228 Taylor, Katherine 229 Todd, Amber 230 Walker, Megan 94, 233 Wiiii, Taylor
235
Ste€le, Jonathan 173 Stu an, Carty 228 Taylor. Mkhael 229 Todd, Katie 230 Walker, Scott 233 wnnems, Caleb 235
Steele, Krys~e 2n snorers, Klersten 228 'Iegrotenmus, Nathan. 220 Todd, Riley 230 Walker, Travis 233 Willlams, Henry 235
Stelzer.Cocy 227 Stuby, McKenz[e 228 ten, Richard 229 Todd, Travis 230 W<l1ker;rueker 233 Williams, Kathryn 191,235
Stenllf.:rg,Brian 90, 99, 227 Sullivan, julie 228 Telford, Taylor 174,229 'lom.Karotynn 230 wan, Elizabeth 139 Williams, Mitchell 235
Stephens, Randi 173 Sullivan, Tort 228 Tennis, Reid 229 Tomlin,Hoily I" weuece. Heather 233 Williams, Spencer 235
Stern, Melanie 227 Sujpino, EmiliO 228 Tennis, Sean 22Q Torres, Nathan 17' wallace.Dcmnuque 233 Witliams,C<l1eb ae
Stewart, Hope 227 Sumner, Emity 228 Tep, Lindy 229 Towne, Mya 230 wasn.kegen 175 wunamsj-utchen 175
Stewart, Kelsey 196, 227 Sutherland, Mirhella 228 Teresi, Ryan 2Z9 Toy, Kelsey 230 Walters, Thomas 175 Williamson, Kathryn 235
Stlblch, Chris 227 Sutherland, Tyler 228 Thames, Hannah 229 Trampusb, Frank 230 Walters, Trevor 233 Willmore, Joshua 235
Stock, Paui 227 Suzuki, Austin 228 Thayer, Lucas 2Z9 Trang, Nancy 230 Wanjohi, Miriam 233 Wilson, Meagan 235
Stockton.Stephen 227 Svoboda, Katrina 228 Thoburn, Amy 2Z9 Trax, Sarah 230 Ward, Josiah 233 wuson, Rachael 235
Stokes, Kevyn 173 Swajm. jocelyn 228 Thomas, Marissa 2Z9 Tremayne.Katherine 230 Ward, Michele 233 Wilson, Wiiliam 235
Stokesbarv, Kimberly 227 Swanson, Jessica 228 Thomason, Cailen no Trenholm, Ashley 174 Ward, Scott 233 Wimberly, Justin 235
Stombaugh, Mariesa 227 Swayne, joshua 229 Thcmpsen.Kanssa 229 Trestlk, Samantha 230 Wardeli, Cote 233 wing.Concr 20,127
Stone, Giselle 227 Sweet, Cameron 173, 229 Thompson, Alelna 248 Trimble, Niall 230 warner.Nicole 233 Winiecki, !?avid 236
Stone.Mclane \ 20, 227 Sweeun.Chelsea 229 Thompson, A1lyssa 229 Triplett, Christopher 230 Warren, Jared 175 Winkelman, Hanna 236
Storm,CaiUin [7,33,60,173 Sweg[e, Alyssa '74 Thompson, Blittany 229 Troop, Joshua 230 Warren, justin 233 Witkowski, Kayla
236
Stonn;raylor 173 Swenson,Nathan 229 Thompson, Ian 230 Troutman, Stefan 230 Warren, Taylor 233 Wittwer, M[chaei
236
StoEtlemyer, Derek 28,173 Switzer,Cara '74 Thompson, Nat<l!ie 230 Trujillo, jordan 230 Waruinge, Leah 233 Woessner, Michael
236
Trumbo, Christopher 230 Watahara, Megumi 233 Wood, Kahla 236
Tufts, Amanda 230 Watne, David 233 Woodruff, Brant 236
Tully, Michelle 231 Watts, Amy 233 Woodward, Robert 236
Tully, Travis 174,231 Watts, Jordyn 233 Woodward,Micha.el 79
Tunall, Sarah 231 Wayman, Lindsey 233 Woolway, Kevin 236
Turner, Tonya 174,231 Webb, Mickey 233 Wooton, Christi~a 236
Turner,Natalie 102, 23 i Weber,Samuel 234 WootlQnJu[ie 175
Tyson, Sean 81,83,231 Weddie, Megan 175 Worden, Evan 236
, UeJ,and,Dane 231 Weinbender, Kelli 234 Wrenchey, Kounney 236
~~erreiner, Andrew 174 Weiser, Kevin 234 Wrighunan, Sara 236
-. - p~on, Jerrrey 231 Weich,John 234 WU,lris 236
Urness, Bailey 174,231 Wemple, Jonathan 234 Wyatt, Amy 236
Urness, Barren 231 Wenden, Molly 234 ~ilgUChi' Joshua 236
\ Vildez, Valeria 231 Wendt, Keri 234 anathan, Prlya 236
.,;)iencia, Jessica [74,231 Werhane, Paul 234 der, Leshe 236
"Jalentine, Kenneth 232 Weswmbe, Meghan 234 A'oho, Patrick 236
Valerio, Kevin 232 Wescott, Jonathan 127,234 Yo,t, Leslie 236
Van Alstine, Samantha 232 West, Madeli~e 234 Yost, Morgan 236
Van Alstine, Samantha 232 Westenberg, Joseph 234 Young, Ryan 96,236
Van BerkUIIl, Trista 232 Westerman, Sierra 234 .daim, Brent 236
Van Eps, Danielle 23,232 Weyhrauch,Derek 234 ~cek, Taylor 236
Vance, joshua 232 Whalen, Kathryn 175 ';ev<Ski,Colin 236
Vandenbos, Kara 232 Wheeler, C;utlin 234 lander, Casey 236
Vander Heyden, Eric 232 \Nhe€ler, Jacquelyn 234 lavala, jenniler 236
Vandyk, Jonatha~ 232 \Nhe€ler, Jeffrey 234 leiger,Molly 175
VanHoomissenJoseph 232 Whisenand,Amy 23' leller, Matthew 237
VanSteenwyk,Emity 174 White, Hannah m leller,Larissa 175
Vargus, NiCholas 174 White, Monica 234 lellman,Andrew 175
Megan Michelle, Vasilyev, Yevgeniy 232 Whiteaker, Rebecca 234 Zenget'O'Brien, Uam 237
May God watch over you and keepyou safe as you graduate Vasylenko, VitaJiia 232 Whitley, Ronald
234 lerkei, Katherine 175, 237
Vazquez, Ana i 78, 233 Whitmill, Devin 235 lickier, Erin 237
and follow your dreams! Veleke, Morgan 233 Whinnore,Bryan 235 link, Chelsea 237Vergowe, Eiisha 233 Whitney, Emily 175 lito, Mvch<l1 237
Go Ultimate Frisbee! Vickers, Emily 233 Whitney, Tyler 235 2uck, Ian 237
Viducich, Laura 117,233 Whitoey,Charity 212,235 luck;ryler 175
All QUI love, Vineent,Ke[ly 233 Whittemore, Sarah 175 lyeh, Janelle 237
Mom, Dad, and Joshua Vogel, Andrew 174 Whittlesey, Michaei 235Vogel, jared 233 Wicke, Jayson 235
~t~
~
Way to go, Jordan' Congratualtions on this amazing accomplishment--graduating from college (and a great college
at that)! We are so proud of you, knOWingthat God has had his hand on you every step of the way. As always,
He's been so good to you' It seems like just yesterday that you were moving into BJas a nervous, wide-eyed frosh.
Now, four years later, you are a confident young man who knows that God has giften you with many talents and skills.
We love you and are blessed to have you as our son.
Mom and Dad
Below: Lights illuminate the loop as Karissa
Thompsen and Bryan Jones talk together on Nov.
18.2008.
Right: Kelly McCrillis stands on the bank of the
Thames in London during the Britain and Ireland
study abroad program on August 3, 2008.
F:Ir RighI: Flames are sucked into a building burned
down to make way for the construction of Om ache
Field on April 23, 2007.
Bottom Far Left: A colorful mural painted by Stefan
Robinson adorns the walls of the Fine Arts Building
during the spring semester 2008.
Bottom Left: During the process of tearing down
the Fine Arts Building, a lone chair sits at the front
entrance.
Right Page Bottom Left: Kellen Oetgcn chills along
the walls of Arend Hall during ninja photography
Primetime on October I, 2007.
Right Page Bottom Middle: Reflecting a color wheel,
a drip's motion is frozen at l! I 000 of a second.
Right Page Bottom Right: Sequence of shots show-
ing the total lunar eclipse on February 20, 2008.

This was my first year serving as the photo editor \
for the Netsiht here at whitworth. This position has.
broadened my view on photegraphy and this lifestyl4\
in general. I became a photo~ournalist and injected
myself into the Whitworth culture, taking photos of \
'ezents whenever possible. As ajunior, I have had
the privilege of being embraced by Whitworth's own
cultu)~or two years and experiencing new things I
would h'avenever experienced otherwise. But this
year was diIferent in that I was forced to go and take
pictures at events I would have never gone to other-
wise. I became paz:.of every event because Iwas the
one there capturing It all on the camera. I went to
concerts, plays, dinners, eadings, monologues, meet-
ings, awards banquets, lect'<.res,and sporting events.
Youname it and I was more than likely there. These
very few pictures of my year wi1l~opefully open, ou
up to what I have experienced and enjoyed within
my junior year. I have not disliked any~vent I was
forced to attend, so my encouragement to you all is
to experience everything you possibly can at~hit-
worth, because once you leave there is no turning
back and those experiences you once wished you had
been part of will be gone forever. Whitworth is ve~
unique and has a culture of its own, so take advan-
tage of it while you can. And take photos as often as
possible. Youwon't regret it.

C k;i etJ~Jlief
My decision to come to Whitworth was
based mostly on its size. I was looking for a
place where people would know my name
and 1 would know theirs as well. Knowing
1 needed to get involved, I chose yearbook.
Yearbook introduced me to friends I would
have never met otherwise. It has also been
my creative outlet when I am stressed from
school and the place where I learn the most
about myself. This year's staff has taught
me so much about my leadership abilities
and how to relate to people. Each of them
has not only done so much work on this
book, but so much work on me as well.
Tad is everything I could ask for in an ad-
viser. He showed me grace when I couldn't
spell a word right and helped me out when
I needed back-up, My section editors-r-Ern-
mily, Kelsey, Michaela, and Ashley-are
the reason the book is so great. Each one of
them worked countless hours to make their
sections perfect. They taught me so much
about giving grace but also being firm. Our
two photo editors, Kat and Thomas, are the
heart and soul of the yearbook staff. They
are often unappreciated but make everyone
else's job a breeze. They taught me how to
serve others well. Nikki, our business editor,
worked tirelessly to sell the book. I appreci
ate her taking a lead in that area. I learned a
lot about people from her. And finally, Beth,
our copy editor, was in the office making the
text in the book better. She compensated for
my weakness; I couldn't have done it without
her. From her, I learned the importance of
fiexibility. To the whole staff I say thank you!
As I continue to change and grow, Whtt-
worth does as well. The school is continuing
to add more students, more buildings, and
more professors. At first this was cause for
alarm; however, as the year has progressed,
it has become increasingly clear that the
essence of Whitworth isn't defined by its
size, but rather the heart of the people who
study and work here. We continue to be a
place where people are valued and where
people know your name. We may be burst~
ing at the seams, but we will never lose
those qualities that make Whitworth great.
My time as the Natsihi Fea-
tures Editor challenged and
privileged me. 1 acquired
new skills related to layout
design and staff leadership.
The process of editing sto
ries and creating spread de-
signs allowed me to discov
er many rich traditions at
,---_---"'-===~_..,Whitworth that I might not
Over the past year I have been exposed to other-
have more than enjoyed wise. I appreciated the ere-
my time with the vear- ativity of my peers and was
book staff. Iwish the best excited to produce a book
to ali these bright ladies, that will function to re-
and am proud of their mind us all of the few short
Ld_ed_i_ca_t_io_n-,-to_th_i.:.-S.b.,O.,O:.:k!:JJ,.:.ye~a:.:.rs:;..w;,;;;.espent tog ther.
1 have thoroughly en
joyed the last four years a
working on the Natsihi
Whitworth sports thi:
year were once man
great, making the spread:
easy to design and fur
to work on, from thr
different seasons to thr
individual athletes wh:
excelled. Tad and Char
ley, thanks for everything
This book wouldn't bl
the same without you
creativity and pushin,
us to be better. Go Bucs
It's been my first year as an
editor, and I can hardly be-
gin to explain why this year-
book means so much to me.
I've found hours in my day
to work on my section that
I weren't sure were there.
I've tweaked the placement
of each photo until I was sure
I'd reached perfection, only
to find more tweaking to be
done after getting Tad's opin-
ion [and It always was for
the better]. I have learned so
much as a leader, designer,
and collaborator. Thanks
to a great staff and advisor.
Being the People Editor for
the yearbook staff this year
has been a pleasure. The staff
was wonderful to work with-
they are a creative and fun
bunch of people. This year,
this particular section of the
yearbook has been a chal-
lenge, because of the school's
change of technology and
photo I.D. policies, but it
has still been a great way of
getting to better know the
student population. Thanks
to all of you who helped
bring this section together!
Working with the yearbook
staff each year is one of my
Aswe documented the growth favorite parts of my life at
of Whitworth, bursting forth Whitworth, even after 15
with new faces, buildings and years. The process never
worldviews, it was exciting gets old as each 'book is a
to watch our staff stretch as unique reflection of the stu-
well. At times, this year was dents involved and the year
difficult, but we learned from being chronicled. There is
our numerous mistakes, and still nothing like taking final
through our combined efforts delivery and cracking open
we produced a book worth that first box of new Natsihis,
being proud of. We even and I can't wait to see this
had a little fun in the pro- one! Thanks to Charley and
cess. Thanks to a.ll_in_v_ol ..ve"'d_...... th.._ ..e staff for your dedication.

Whitworth University saw grawth in many areas
this year. Sports program, campus taciiities and
classrooms aii feit the stretch that increased enroli-
ment caused. With growth comes change. and
it was feared that this change wouid adversely
affect the essence of Whitworth, threatening
the tight-knit community present here. However.
though Whitworth was in a time of transition it was
transforming for the better. Residence halls, past
their capacity, built friendships that only cramped
quarters couid forge. The athietic program wei-
comed many new toces. broadening the pooi of
taient. Students continued to excei academically,
and with larger class sizeswere given the oppor-
tunity to witness many new perspectives. Thisied
to campus-wide efforts to redefine Whitworth as
a university committed to sustainability and diver-
sity.Sodexo removed trays from the dining hall to
reduce waste. The library launched a campaign
titled "think before you print" to conserve paper.
Also. ASWUsponsored discussionson inctusivity on
campus to determine how to better ceiebrate
diversity. Thisyear, campus was bursting with new
students, buildings and worldviews, yet it main-
tained the community that had always defined
Whitworth. What was seen as a challenge served
instead to strengthen the campus and unify aii
individuals at Whitworth University.
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